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DECLARATION
This ESIA review report has been prepared in accordance with the EIA regulations and
provisions of EMCA 2015. The report examines impacts likely to be occasioned by the
construction of a high court in Garissa town and provides mitigation. The process is also
aligned to World Bank policy requirement for EISA on category C project. The policy provides
for a management framework to mitigate impacts identified to promote sustainability.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This ESIA report has been prepared as a fulfillment of requirement by EMCA on
construction projects. It provides findings of impacts likely to be occasioned by the process
and offers complementary mitigations. The purpose is to identify, evaluate and ascertain
the nature, magnitude or gravity of impacts likely to be experienced within the project
cycle.

The assessment provides a management framework that ensures sustainable

implementation of the project and protection of the environment against adverse impacts.
The undertaking of the project is a partnership between the judiciary and World Bank. As a
lending institution, the bank subscribes to sustainable programs. Borrowing institutions
must promote programs and policies that endear to sustainability and environmental
protection. Judiciary on the other hand as an institution granted by the constitution 2010
must fulfil its mandate with high level efficiency and quality delivery of services. This has
engineered reforms within the judiciary and shaped policy direction to influence both
provision and delivery of service. This necessitate expansion and improvement of existing
court facilities. The projects must however comply with provisions set by th world bank
and lending policies.
Garissa high court project is a construction process. The project is being undertaken
judiciary Judicial performance improvement project with the aim of providing ideal space
to dispense justice. The reforms as envisaged by the 2010 constitution enhance quality
delivery of service, promote human rights space and anchor a high threshold for justice.
Collectively, the constitution provides for.


Justice to all irrespective of status



Prompt execution of justice – no delay



Alternative forms of dispute resolution

To fulfill this key mandate and ensure justice within the country, the judiciary came up
with a reform policy to manage anticipated change and enhance delivery of quality
services. The key areas of focus included expansion and improvement of physical facilities.
This entailed construction of new judicial facilities and renovation of those that had
restrictive space. In this respect, many existing lower courts have been earmarked for
6

renovation or phase lift while others have been identified for re-construction (new
projects). The two aspects are expected to provide ideal space for both operations and
working environment for judicial staff.
Garissa high court is a new project meant to provide high court services to northern Kenya.
It is anticipated to serve: Mandera, Wajir and parts of Tana river county. This shall expand
the horizon of justice delivery in upper eastern and held to enhance access to justice in the
region. The Garissa judiciary project is being undertake under Judicial reforms program in
partnership with the world bank. The World Bank lays critical emphasis on environmental
protection and management in all project activities. The WB Environmental and Social
safeguard policies are the cornerstone of its support for sustainable development and
poverty reduction. The principal objective of the environmental assessments under policy
OP/BP/4.01 is to ensure that world bank financed projects are environmentally sound and
sustainable. Garissa project must therefore be assessed to ascertain the impacts likely to be
generated by the project and be sufficiently mitigated. The operational policy/ bank
procedure consists of seven elements that include the following: 





Screening & E.A documentation
Disclosure
Review and approval of E.A documents
Conditionality
Supervision, monitoring and reporting arrangements.

It is a requirement that such impacts be identified in the project be mitigated. As a project
financed in partnership with World Bank, it must conform to their lending policies. The
project must meet the preferred threshold to avert negative impacts arising from the
project:
Safeguard policies also provide a platform for the participation of stakeholders in project
design and have been an important instrument for building a sense of ownership among
local populations. In essence, the safeguards ensure that environmental and social issues
are evaluated in decision making, help reduce and manage the risks associated with a
project or program, and provide a mechanism for consultation and disclosure of
information.
7

The operational policies here identified as OP/BP range from 4.01 to 7.60. Each of these
policies touches on a specific aspect that a development project should pay attention to.
The purpose is to prevent and protect undue influence or harm to the project area, staff
and individuals undertaking the project.
Under the policy structure, impacts identified with the commencement and progressive
implementation of the project must sufficiently be mitigated. Garissa high court project has
construction related impacts; As a project, safeguard policies OP/BP 4.01 require
conducting of an impact assessment to identify impacts envisaged. Since it is a fairly small
project, impacts arising from the undertaking are generally low and restricted. Site impacts
are restrictive and confined. They are resultant outputs from construction processes. Non
site and contagious impacts emanate from functional usage, intricate linkages with court
users and symbiotic inter relationships.
Given below is a summary of impacts likely to be occasioned by the construction of Garissa
High Court.
Physical and landscape impacts
These are impacts that affect the landforms and ground terrain as described in OP/BB
4.01. The court project shall entail construction works, ferrying of material to the site and
use of poles. Trenching, excavation and scooping are processes that destroy and
undermine the initial aesthetic site features. Clearing of the ground and use of poles
undermine the vegetative cover on site and source areas for poles. Major activities that
underlie site preparations have tremendous effects on the ground. Trenching, backfilling,
leveling, all transform the site. Extraction of material in the source deforms the ground
and cause dereliction. Quarrying of stone and sand for construction damages the ground
profile in the source areas. Derelict land pose danger to both wildlife and human beings.
The project demands for construction material is in thousands of tones. This extraction
shall leave deep pits, valleys and gorges precariously exposed to erosion. On site, clearing
of vegetation cover, trenching and leveling interfere with ground profile. The undermine
aesthetics and qualities hitherto associated with the site.
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Transformation of the landscape

Construction involves trenching, excavation, clearing, compacting and leveling of the
ground/site.

These causes alteration and change of site ground morphology. These

activities cause total change of the physical form hitherto associated with the site

Destruction of existing structure

The site has an existing structure that shall be removed to pave way for construction.
structures hitherto associated with the site shall be destroyed to pave way for the new
building proposed on site. Wastes and debris occasioned by the process undermine site
aesthetics. Clearance of the ground and uprooting of existing structures causes
accumulation of debris/wastes.

Noise and sound pollution

Transfer of materials to site and movement of vehicles increase sound and noise pollution.
Delivery of sand, timber, building stones and cement are areas are essential to
construction. Lorries ferrying the products emits constant sound that could be a nuisance
to the neigbourhood. Lamu road, the PC,s office, Mnara school shall all be subjected to
constant noise pollution. These are the major sensitive receptors likely to be affected by
the project. Intensity shall vary depending on the distance from the source.
Health and safety risks

The site shall be a work place for over 230 workers. Loading and carrying of heavy loads
subject most of them to injuries. Handling of metal wares, stones and wood all subject
works to constant threats of injuries. This may cause dismemberment or even loss of lives.
Safety risks pose real dangers to all workers on site. in situation where contracts and
wages do not factor in emergence requirement for workers, majority of them fall victims of
site injuries.
Conflicts arising from unresolved labour issues may create loses and protracted legal
tussles for injured victims and the contractor. Mechanisms to resolve site conflicts need to
be instituted.
9

In migration, culture change and HIV

The site shall encourage movements and migration to Garissa town. Majority of the worker
expected to work on site shall come from the neighboring counties and Nairobi. Over 60 %
of the workers are expected to from the Kitui and Machakos counties. The project is a
critical pull factor that will enhance immigration both at the inception and subsequent
operations. This shall lead to adoption of new values and faith. The melting of culture and
adoption of urban cultures promote greater freedom and interaction. This may increase
HIV prevalence which currently rated among the lowest in the country at 0.9%.
Collapse of traditional values systems

The court opens up new frontiers in legal and structure of justice systems. The traditional
justice system practiced by traditional Somali community shall be lost. Reference to
settlement and resolution shall take formal /court processes. Traditional courts and
arbitration systems tied to Muslim culture will increasingly be eroded through the
establishment and existence of the high court. Compensation of victims and forgiveness as
provided for in Muslim religious system could be eroded in the wake of existing formal
institutions to arbitrate on such matters. This may contribute to weakening and eventually
breaking of traditional value systems.
Positive impacts
Apart from the negative aspects envisaged, the project shall promote positive changes
likely to promote economic well being of the local residents through creation of
employment, increased transfer of money and services, revenue earning to the national
government, quick access to justice, savings on costs to access justice and elevation of
Garissa town profile.
The tabulated summary of the project impacts have been given in a table below:
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Table 1: Summary of preliminary impacts and proposed mitigation measures
Type of Impact (s)

Proposed Mitigation Measures

OP/BP 4.01
Construction

phase

impacts
Destruction of site
land

forms

and

ground

Loss of vegetation



Mark the site before commencing excavation



Rehabilitate the site upon completion of works



Selectively mark and restrict trenching to foundation settings



Use machinery in excavation to limit on site impacts



Train laborers on preferred construction skills



Engage modern construction best practices



Transfer lose soils to designated dumpsite



Landscape and plant more trees on site upon completion of
the building



Ensure proper demarcation of the project site for various
activities so as to prevent unnecessary destruction of the
environment



Map out the site and identify plants that can be retained



Introduction of vegetation (trees, shrubs, grasses) in open
spaces and around the project site with proper maintenance

Increased
run-off
erosion

surface 
and

Construction works to halt and or be managed during rainy
season

soil


Installation of drainage structures properly and proper
management of excavation activities



A storm water management plan that minimizes impervious
11

area infiltration by use of recharge areas and use of detention
and/or retention with graduated outlet control structures will
be designed.


Surface run-off and roof water to be harvested and stored in
underground water reservoirs for use in general site cleaning
and in the lavatories.

Piling of loose soil 

Enclose the site to prevent these waste soils and other debris

and other debris on

from spilling over to neighboring properties, the road reserve

site

and storm water drainage channels


All dug up soil not needed on-site to be removed promptly
and disposed of to appropriate areas approved by the Garissa
County Government and NEMA



Re-use the soil in backfilling and landscaping



Construction materials to be supplied on demand and right
quantities for use in time

Destruction of soil 

Use of well-maintained and appropriate machinery and tools

structure

for site clearing and excavation works


Compacting of loose soil in excavated areas



Heavy machinery and trucks must be kept off-site in the
Contractor’s yard



Ensure

that

new

landforms

are

compatible

with

neighbourhood development character


Ensure management of excavation activities especially during
rainy conditions



Provide soil erosion control structures to help in management
of surface run-offs during construction phase.



Installation of drainage structures properly



Proper Landscaping of the site to be done after completion of
12

construction works


Use of dug up loose soil for backfilling



Proper planning of construction activities to ensure to ensure
that site demarcation affects only designated sections

Fire Risk



Create emergence preparedness plan on site and upon
completion



Workers and Court users and or staff to be trained on fire
preparedness and response

Increased
traffic



Construction materials and finishes must be fireproof



One 9kg Co2 fire extinguisher shall be stationed at each
pumping/dispensing area.



A fire extinguisher shall be placed at the service bay and in
the office building.



Water hydrants should be installed.



All the electrical connections shall be connected to one
central emergency stop switch; in addition, they shall be
designed by a registered engineer



An elaborate fire risk policy to be adopted by the proponent

vehicular 
generation

and nuisance

Formulation of a proper traffic management plan for use by
the contractor during construction phase



Supply of construction materials to be done during off peak
time and on demand only



Use of acceleration and deceleration lanes for entry and exit
along Lamu road



Vehicles shall not idle on site but rather in the contractor’s
yard



Truck drivers to be instructed not to hoot recklessly and
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observe convectional traffic rules
Increased
water
generation

Waste 
(sewage)

A Sewer system to be used for management of all waste
waters generated by the various activities on site



All drain pipes passing under the building, driveway or
parking should be of heavy duty PVC pipe tube encase in
150mm concrete surround.



All manholes on drive ways and parking areas should have
heavy duty covers set and sealed airtight as approved by
specialists.



All waste pipes should have cleaning rodding accessible from
outside and free to every part of the system for inspection,
cleaning and repair.



Sanitary facilities should be kept clean always through regular
cleaning.



Ensuring the sewerage treatment plant is not overloaded to
increase efficiency and minimise or eliminate incidences of
untreated sewer spills to the environment



Install a “pollution solution” system., which is a compact
oil separator which separates oils from wash down water
collected from the roof in two different tanks, and allows the
wastewater to be discharged to sewer, while separating the
solid material and/or contaminants in a separate tank for
collection.



All liquid wastes to be effectively channeled into the 3chamber Sewer systems for treatment
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Regularly monitor effluent quality to ensure that the
stipulated discharge rules and standards are not desecrated



Special attention shall be paid to the sanitary facilities on site
to be used by construction workers to ensure no spillages and
or leakages



The channels leading to Sewer systems to be constructed of
high quality materials and with proper fittings to avoid
leakages of waste waters.



The tanks to be constructed of reinforced and water-proof
concrete walls

Solid



Conduct regular checks for any blockages



Ensure that all the solid waste management systems during
construction and operational phases of the project do comply

Wastes

to the Environmental Management and Coordination(Waste

generation

management) regulations of 2006


Use of an integrated solid waste management system i.e.
through a hierarchy of options: reduction, sorting, re-use,
recycling (where applicable) and proper disposal



Incorporate suitable facilities for collection, segregation and
safe disposal of solid wastes.



Provide bins for solid waste disposal in every household



Ensure a continuous review of waste management procedures
with changing technology and regulatory changes.



Use of construction materials that need minimal packaging to
reduce packaging wastes on site
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Through accurate estimation of the sizes and quantities of
materials required, order materials in the sizes and quantities
they will be needed, rather than cutting them to size, or
having large quantities of residual materials.



Contracting a licensed waste collection and disposal company
during the operation phase



Regular removal and transportation of excavated soil and
other solid wastes to the County dumpsite



Creation of awareness on proper solid waste disposal
methods among the construction staff.

Noise pollution and 

Comply with the maximum permissible noise levels for

vibrations

construction sites as provided for in the second schedule of
the Environmental and coordination (Noise and excessive
vibration pollution) control regulations of 2009.


Location of all stationary noise sources from high sensitive
primary receptors as far as possible



Ensure that construction machinery are well maintained thus
kept in good condition to reduce noise generation



Sensitize construction drivers to avoid unnecessary hooting
especially when passing through sensitive areas such as
learning institutions, residential areas and health facilities.



Sensitize

construction

vehicle

drivers

and

machinery

operators to switch off engines of vehicles or machinery not
being used.


Ensure that all generators and heavy-duty equipment are
insulated or placed in enclosures to minimize ambient noise
levels.
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Portable barriers and trees around and within the site will
provide some buffer against noise propagation.



The noisy construction works will entirely be planned to be
during day time (0800hrs-1700hrs) when most of the
neighbours will be away at work.

Air pollution



Workers in the vicinity to wear safety and protective gear.



The site should be enclosed with dust-proof net for dust
screening where necessary during construction



If possible, use of electrically operated machines to reduce
exhausts fumes thus avoids externalities produced by diesel
engines.



Sprinkle water on site and all material that emit dust when
being used



Workers on site to use nose-muffs during construction works



Sprinkle water along the road near the site during
construction phase



Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, cement and other loose
materials to and from the site. Besides all these trucks must
maintain at least two feet of free board.



Pave and or apply water if necessary, or non-toxic soil
stabilizers on all unpaved access roads, parking and staging
areas on site.

Occupational Health 

Label all risk facilities on site to enhance public and general

and Safety risks

awareness


Unattended public access to the construction site to be highly
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restricted


Ensure that provisions for reporting incidents, accidents and
dangerous occurrences during construction using prescribed
forms obtainable from the local Occupational Health and
Safety Office (OHSO) are in place.



All workers and visitors should be provided with appropriate
safety/ protective equipment and gear while on site.



Carrying out annual environmental and safety audits for the
Garissa High Court.



Safety kits and emergency facilities should be provided incase of any accidents and incidents common to projects of
such a nature. These should be placed in strategic locations on
site.



Standards and legal requirements should be adhered to.
These include: Building codes, Occupational Safety & Health
Act, the Public Health Act, as well as other recognized best
practices and procedures.



The

project

appropriate

proponent

and

contractor

insurance cover for the

should

take

various project

activities and personnel


Regular inspection and servicing of the equipment must be
undertaken by a reputable service provider and records of
such inspections maintained



Ensure general safety and security at all times by providing
day and night security guards and adequate lighting within
and around the construction site.
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Establish liaison with the County Government of Garissa fire
department and other emergency service providers such as
Hospitals and the police.



Fire-fighting equipment such as fire extinguishers and
hydrant systems should be provided at strategic locations
such as stores and construction areas.

Increased
for

demand

infrastructure

utilities and services




Assess capacity and demand and advise appropriately

Implement a programme of energy saving in the building
design besides carrying out of energy use audit including

(Power, water, etc.)

repairs to check energy loss


Use of alternative energy sources such as Solar panels



Installation of ‘delayed release water taps’ to help reduce
unnecessary water wastage



Discourage activities that need excessive water usage



Installation of energy saving fluorescent tubes and bulbs at all
lighting points.



Creation of awareness on energy and water conservation and
economical use



Quick fixing of all broken and or leaking taps, pipes, toilet
cisterns and tanks



Provision of adequate storage for the water for use during
shortage



Use of alternatives such as tank water on-site to ensure that
there will be no water supply shortage to the Court users and
or staff.
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Recycle materials that are useful on site (where applicable)



Ensure proper quantity of supply of material to minimize
wastage.



Re-sale of re-usable waste materials as a cost cutting measure
as the money accrued can be used for other activities and or
services



Ensure

accurate

budgeting and estimation

of actual

construction material requirements to ensure that only the
required amount of material necessary is ordered, minimizing
damage or loss of materials


Engage a competent site and materials manager to monitor
and advise on use

Socio-Economic



Awareness creation and training on such issues as diseases
especially STDs such as HIV & AIDS

Impacts


The project must be completed within the stipulated time
frame to reduce nuisance to the neighbourhood



The local community shall provide casual labour force on the
construction site



A concrete perimeter wall around the site to minimize
intrusion and promote good neighbourliness, including
respect for neighbours’ privacy



Develop a grievance mechanism, which should outline how
agents/managers

of

the

residence

will

address

any

complaints or grievances raised by the neighbours or by their
20

Court users and or staff


Women to be given serious consideration in employment of
both casual workers and court staff



Gender imbalance 
and
discrimination



Advertise and specify tasks for women



Sensitize contractor on constitutional requirement



Provide a ratio to include women

Managing

site 

conflicts

and

labour
disputes

Encourage employment of women on the project

Create a site management structure



Create awareness thro constant meeting



Train site supervisor and foremen



Enagage labour officers to handle and manage conflicts



Provide clear work schedules



Grant workers temporary contracts well structured to avert
recurrent stand offs

HIV and Aids



Provide adequate information on HIV and AIDs information
on site



Engage workers on routine counseling and behavior change



Provide sex information to workers



Provide ample time to workers to bond with families



Provide condoms and dispenser at convenient places on site



Promote positive value and encourage the affected to seek
treatment/management
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Labour influx & 

Employ casual labor from the local community to reduce

increased

need for new housing provision

Housing Demand



Use of local materials and suppliers where applicable



JSC, County and National Government to consider staff
housing

Decommissioning of 

Issuance of a three months’ notice to all Court users and or

the project

staff on the premises to relocate or look for alternative places
for their businesses.


This report recommends that an elaborate ESIA must be
carried out for the decommissioning activities so as to
effectively address the negative impacts that may result from
the same.



Assisting those who will still be either employed or still
resident on site to search for alternative employment
elsewhere



Contracting of qualified persons to carry out the demolition
works



Proper collection, sorting and disposal of all types of resultant
wastes



Ensuring that materials that can be re-used are well stored
and or transported elsewhere.



Ensuring that any hazardous wastes are carefully removed,
sorted and properly disposed of if any



Elaborate soil tests must be carried out to identify any
hazardous and or radioactive materials on site
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Figure 1: Project location

The site coordinates where the project is located are: latitude 0.463314256756 and
longitude 39.6396111377 with an elevation of 1138m above sea Level.
Grievance Redress mechanism
Construction site must provide a structure to address and manage grievances. This should
be a departure from the conventional practices that is insensitive to worker’s plights.
Redress systems ensure that workers on site are fully catered for. grievances on site may
include:
Table 2: Grievance redress Mechanism

Type
of Effected
Grievance
persons
Unsafe
Manual

Persons
Preferred
Timeframe
responsible
management/redress
Foremen
and -The site should have a An
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working
conditions (
lack
of
gumboots
helmets,
torn aprons,
etc)

workers,
masons,
carpenters,
gate keepers

contractor and
judicial
staff
(monitoring
project
implementation)

public
relations
manager either based
on site or regular
visitor
-Complaint template
be provided
-A suggestion box
concealed
and
protected be put on
site
-Constant
weekly
meeting with all staff
- provide structure for
sanctions
-Reprimand and sack
for those who cannot
reform
Low
Casual workers, Contractor and -All worker be given
payments
skilled workers judiciary project contracts stipulating
and benefits in middle level- management
pay
steel
fixers, team
Contract terms be
formwork
clearly outlined
carpenter
-reference to labor
laws on pay and
renumeration
- Medical cover and
emergence relief
be granted
- Evaluation
of
workers needs by
project owner to
factor in labour
issues
in
the
project plan
Workloads
Stone
and Supervisors,
- A
clear
work
and
site material
off foremen,
schedule for each
assignment loading/loading contractor
employee
groups, stone
- Time management
carriers
site
on tasks
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appointment be
made prior to
commencement
of work

Be
granted
prior
to
commencement
of the project

Monitoring on
this
undertaking
must
be
continuous

supervisors,

-

Coercion,
Casual workers, Site managers,
threats and Metal
fixers, supervisors
intimidation wood work and
concrete mixer
workers

-

-

Allocate duties in
accordance
to Prepare
skills
and working
capability
schedules
in
advance prior
to
commencement
of works
Induct
site -Review
supervisors
progress
Underline
constantly
provisions
of -Manage labour
labour laws and relations
regulations
Provide
clear
working schedules
Provide time to
express grievances
Accord different
platforms to all
workers

Institutional arrangement for safeguard implementation
Impact assessment and project implementation shall be executed through established
government institution. The evaluation and final approval of the project shall be
undertaken by NEMA. Contents and thresholds are up held to ensure impact envisaged in
the project are clearly identified and effectively addressed. Specified impacts shall have
responsibility vested on persons working on the project and involved in the construction
process. Mitigations on primary impacts shall be addressed by the contractor. Management
of pollution, safety, labour and welfare matters shall be addressed by the project
contractor. He should be supervised by specific arms of government like labour office,
health departments and occupation safety unit. Complains and grievances should be
brought to their attention for redress. Monitoring and implementation of key
recommendations have a bearing on the judiciary and project management unit within
the judiciary. Spot check on compliance and keen scrutiny on proposed measures should
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be handled by judicial staff. Onsite remedial and quick redress shall have the foremen and
the first line of redress, professional supervisor and the contractor and the last person
in the command structure. Issues related to staff, material and management shall be
bestowed on them in specific units.
Conclusion
The mitigation measures proposed remain key and relevant to the construction process
and should be brought to the attention of agencies involved: for adoption and use on site.
The ones observed on site during the evaluation exercise can continuously be factored in
the progressive construction process. A checklist can be developed to assess level of
compliance and self checks on progress. The analysis, has established that the proposed
development project is a low risk project whose impacts can be effectively mitigated with
obstinate compliance with the proposed mitigation measures as stated in Chapter Seven of
this report. This is besides strict adherence to any other law intended to protect the
sanctity of the environment.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preamble
Garissa town is the economic capital of north eastern Kenya. It is strategically located along
river Tana and and the LAPPSET corridor. Its position as a key point in development of the
region has enticed various key government development programs. Though this project is
under the judiciary, the development has wide ramification to the status and general
profile of Garissa as a city in upper Eastern. It is seen as a strategic project to decentralize
government project and programs to reach the lowest level. Its completion signifies
milestones in accomplishments of the national government development agenda. Garissa
Law court shall be construction on parcel No. R54/015/04 in Garissa town: the former
provincial headquarters for north eastern. The parcel measures 1.2 ha fronting Lamu road
and abutting government offices. The site coordinates where the project is located are:
latitude 0.463314256756 and longitude 39.6396111377 with an elevation of 1138m above
sea Level (Asl)
The project is a being undertaken under judiciary reform program and sustaining judiciary
Transformation: a service agenda 2017- 2021. The policy programs are wider plans under
the vision 2030 to promote social equity and easy access to justice. They are espoused in
the Vision under the social pillar on transformation and improvement in service delivery to
citizen by all institutions in the country including the judiciary. Construction of new courts
and renovation of the existing judicial facilities is meant to improve court infrastructure
and provide a good working environment for staff while other reform programs like
automation, digitization, prudent management of records and accountability enhances
quick delivery of judiciary services. This goes a long way to hasten dispensation of justice
to create a just society. Garissa project falls in the first tier of judicial reforms programs
that emphasizes need to expand and transfer high court services to counties. The program
focused on all counties with nine of them being priority area. Similar undertakings have
been completed in Malindi, Nyeri and Kisumu. The completion lessens pressure and
backlog on courts that used to handle cases from the wider catchment area.
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1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this ESIA project report is to align the project to World Bank policy
requirements. The policies broadly advocate for safe execution of programs and
sustainability a component that least subject residents and project beneficiaries to harm of
injuries. ESIA shall therefore: identify, predict and describe all potential environmental
impacts occasioned by implementation of the project and provide elaborate mitigation
measures to address all negative impacts to ensure that the environment is protected at all
stages and phases of the implementation process. In this regard, all institutions responsible
for environmental protection will be able to make the right decision during review and
approval of this project.
1.3 Scope
The scope of the study is guided by EMCA regulations. Study explores the project from
inception to operation and finally decommissioning of the project. This trail covers the
entire project site, the immediate neighbourhood, town and region as a whole. The project
cycle, commissioning, operation and up to decommissioning stage are areas of focus. This
is based on ardent analysis of baseline conditions of the proposed project site, impacts to
the neighbourhood, evaluation of the construction activities and processes and projection
of all envisaged impacts. This will therefore provide Environmental Management Plan for
the proponent, Contractor and any other interested party who will be involved on how
best to execute the project without compromising environmental quality at all phases.
1.4 Terms of Reference
For purposes of achieving the all objectives, the following areas shall be our points of
consideration:
i.

Identify and assess all the potential negative impacts of the project on the
surrounding area and the natural environment, particularly as it relates to the
cumulative impacts of this project on any of the existing developments.

ii.

Describe the development in terms of its size, location, proponent, land ownership
and the different components of it.

iii.

Evaluate waste management on site for both solid and liquid wastes through all the
phases of execution of this development project.
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iv.

Conduct a socio-economic and cultural evaluation of the proposed development
area and its surroundings.

v.

Address all potential impacts of increased surface run-off and sediment loading will
also be addressed.

vi.

Describe the mitigation measures to be employed during the proposed works.

vii.

Outline proper disposal of solid and hazardous waste during the construction and
operational phases.

viii.
ix.

Provide the timelines for individual tasks to be undertaken and respective actors.
Present a detailed Environmental Monitoring and Management Plan for the project.

Specific areas of focus by the review is:


Undertake a comprehensive social baseline survey of the area to include gender,
HIV/Aids status in the county, social equity



Identify sensory receptors near the project



Identify specific social impacts of the project and provide ample mitigation



Identify nearest sensitive receptors



Align the project to world Bank policies



Identify preferred waste disposal systems



Provide ample implementation framework to inform and guide institutions
involved in project implementation

Specific reference
Since the world Bank is financing the program, their policies formed a critical reference to
ensure compliance The World Bank’s environmental and social safeguard policies are a
cornerstone of its support to sustainable poverty reduction. The objective of these policies
is to prevent and mitigate undue harm to people and their environment in the
development process. These policies provide guidelines for Bank and borrower staffs in
the identification, preparation, and implementation of programs and projects.
The Bank believes that the effectiveness and development impact of projects and programs
it supports has substantially increased as a result of attention to these policies.
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Safeguard policies also provide a platform for the participation of stakeholders in project
design and have been an important instrument for building a sense of ownership among
local populations. In essence, the safeguards ensure that environmental and social issues
are evaluated in decision making, help reduce and manage the risks associated with a
project or program, and provide a mechanism for consultation and disclosure of
information.

1.5 Methodology
The methodology preferred is tied to the TORs and scope of works. In undertaking ESIA,
attention is tied to a process that would meet the preferred results: primary sources thro
an interactive process make the first line of approach with the aim of having a feel of the
issues on the ground. Primary baseline surveys was conducted to assess project site,
proximity to neighborhoods and number of persons likely to be affected.
It ensured public participation through general awareness, administration of
questionnaires and conducting of Focus Group Discussions. The main purpose was to
ensure that all stakeholders are actively involved and generally aware of the project and
that all their concerns are taken care of and or addressed accordingly. In working to realize
the ESIA report objectives as required by NEMA, several methods as stipulated in EMCA
and accompanying regulations were employed. These included the following;
Public participation and stakeholder’s engagement
Public participation and engagement is key to securing the feel and opinion of people on a
given undertaking. In order to enlist community input, information collection tools were
prepared. A list of prominent court users and operators was developed by the team. A
selection and sampling procedures was prepared to ensure effective representation and
coverage. This formed the basis of engaging the community. Among the personalities
interviewed were prison officers, county police commander, Lawyers and Law firms and
county government officials.
Questionnaires were also used to secure more details on opinions and feelings about the
project. Details of copies and contents are appended in the annex. Interactive and
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constructive engagement was also undertaken to secure opinion of the majority
collectively. Two consultative forums were held at Transit Hotel to enlist opinion from
vulnerable groups. Vulnerable here meant people who have been considered marginalized
in society women and youth. The consultation gave great input that touched on


Position of women and youth in the community



Culture and prohibition



Justice and access to justice among vulnerable groups

Prominent and key Government heads of departments were interviewed. Among them,
were county commissioner, Regional police commander, and statistical officer, county
executive in charge of Lands and records officers in the court registry. This approach
enabled the team to secure information on population record. Cases handled and the likely
implication of the project on the capacity of operational court facilities.
Environment Screening
A preliminary pre determination to ascertain whether ESIA shall be required. It entailed
en evaluation procedure of outcomes likely to be triggered by the project. Indeed it was
confirmed among those requiring ESIA under the provisions of the 2nd schedule of EMCA,
2015,
Environmental Scoping
This was a predetermination of what should be captured in the study. Areas of emphasis
and what procedures that ensures the right outcomes. be was done that highlighted the
key environmental issues of concern under this study and that need mitigation,
Literature Review: Desktop studies were very crucial in providing preliminary
information on the project itself and its location and the wider geographical area it is
situated. A review process involved securing record on relevant information related to the
project including World Bank safeguard policies, Kenya Vision 2030, Judiciary strategic
plan 2014-2018 and Judiciary Transformation 2017-2021 documents. Records on land
matters and ownership documents had to be verified to ascertain the status of land. All the
maps and data related to the project was obtained on Garissa ministry of lands. Statistical
data on population, poverty levels, education levels and human resource in the county was
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obtained from the records availed.
Transect Surveys: Quick transect surveys around town and its environs was undertaken.
This established linkage, scope and levels of developments in towns, infrastructure and
services available, settlement patterns and economic activities/livelihoods in town
Data Analysis and compiling of the information and writing of this project report
Presentation of this report NEMA and circulation to other statutory government agencies
for consideration and consequent approval through issuance of a NEMA License.
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CHAPTER 2: BASELINE INFORMATION AND SITE PROFILE
This section provides baseline information about the site and geographical data about the
project area. This has a bearing on people, settlement, ecology, climate and communication.
It also captures the social aspects of the community to understand the settings of the
project. It also helps to qualify aspects that necessitate review of the project for purposes
of ascertain suitability of the location. It also examines aspects of the community, structure
and how it may influence the project.
2.1 Social profile and marginalization
Garissa county falls in a north eastern Kenya prone to harsh climatic conditions. The area
has long history of skewed government policies that limited investments and attention. As
a result, the region is severely disadvantaged. Except for the townships, majority
population in the rural area endures diverse hardships. Limited water sources, lack of
paved roads, insecurity, limited number of schools, low incomes and lack of strategic
markets are some of the hardship conditions that one encounters in the region. Climatic
limitations compel communities in the county to keep migrating in search of pasture and
water. Access to health care and education facilities is restrictive. Social infrastructure and
care services are lacking. A condition that post independence governments have least
addressed. As a result, literacy levels access to natal care, child care and immunization is
low. School enrolment of persons above six years stands at 32 % compared to the national
average at 78%. Adverse weather conditions like drought at times clear their livestock and
severely undermine their economic wellbeing. The outcome is, severe food shortage and
inter clan conflicts. Roads and modern transport systems are minimal this inhibits access
to distribution and purchase.
The county in some cases rely on national supplies to meet food deficits. Overreliance on
livestock makes them vulnerable. Servere droughts leading to loss of livestock shards
reduce the once wealth families to paupers. This inhibits economic progress and ability to
secure collaterals
2.2 Gender and inequalities
Garissa county is a predominantly Muslim community. The role of men and women is
defined by Muslim laws. Except for urban areas and cosmopolitan settlements, the
community has a clear stratified structure based on gender. This provides for women to
play a supportive role. Men and male are highly regarded and are recognized by customs as
heads of the family units. They own properties and distribute in accordance to both
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religion and culture. Culture and religion play akey role in profiling gender. Men enjoy
more privileges than women. They are allowed to engage in polygamy as opposed to
women. The Somali Families are patrilineal and men have the duty to provide and take
care of the family units.
2.3 Land ownership
The county has three types of land regimes: community, land government land and
freehold land. Government land is owned by institutions and mostly in markets and
townships. Community land is where local communities live. The land is owned collectively
and used for settlement and grazing. Each clan has a specified area marked and known by
traditional features and references. The land is not surveyed.
2.4 HIV / AIDS Profile
HIV situation is currently low. The county has a low HIV prevalence. Increasing influx and
growth of urban population occasioned by such project increases the rate of transmission.
The table below shows HIV state in the county.

Figure 2: HIV Aids Profile
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Majority of immigrants are young men with no family ties. This exposes them to risks and
dangers of contracting STDs and HIV. Without reliable incomes, limited knowledge and
melting social ties, the immigrant workers and youth within the project area are prone to
dangers of HIV.
2.5 Urban landscape profile and physiography
Garissa town is located in Garissa County . The town is sited on the western edge of the
county and at times referred to a the regional capital for north eastern. The predominant
terrain of the county is gentle terrain dominated by interludes of deep valleys (laghas) and
vast open grounds. The physiographic factors offer plenty of land for construction works.
The soils are lose sands that built up to small mounts. Close to the river beads of clay and
coarse stones can be identified. The town abuts River Tana that has been dabbed the
economic life line of the entire region. The site has gentle terrain to nearly flat terrain:
ample and non restrictive to construction works. The presence of Tana as a key water
brings to focus the water mass as a sensitive receptor area. Measures to safeguard it to
promoting sustainable livelihoods is key.
2.6 Project neighbourhood and land use
The proposed project site is located along Lamu road within government quarters. The
location shares proximity with provincial headquarters for North eastern.

The

neigbourhood is used for government offices. Some plots near the site have been used for
residential. Roads of access and improved vegetative cover form the predominant skyline
near the site. Key offices include the PC’S offices, police headquarter, police guest house
and cereals board. The neighbourhood has Mnara school, police mess and young Muslim
high school complete the list of project in the neighbourhood. These are the main sensory
receptors near the project.
Figure 3: Residential developments in the neighbourhood
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The neighbourhood is fairly developed. Their existence signify direct impacts from

the project.

2.7 Social economic livelihoods
Garissa Town is the focal point of economic activities of north eastern Kenya. The town
houses major bank, commercial enterprises, manufacturing and major government offices.
It is currently the county headquarter and a regional command centre for north eastern.
Activities arising from diverse transactions make Garissa vibrant. The town is the major
transport connection to diverse destinations necessitating establishment of strategic fuel
and petrol dispensing station.
2.8 Labour engagement
The town does not have major employment centres. Government services offer the main
labour outlet: in the delivery of government services and commercial enterprises.
The region suffer major inadequacies that limit economic activities. The climate is harsh
and does not support crop farming. Except for a few areas along the Tana, the county is
devoid of farming practices. The community in rural areas relay on Livestock keeping.
Vulnerability of weather make livestock keeping a risky enterprise. This has a bearing on
distribution of labour in the county with many escaping rural hardship moving to urban
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areas to eke a living.
With limited opportunities and avenues for employment, youth are among the most
vulnerable in the county. At 199,384, the youth constitutes about 28.5 per cent of the
total population. Focus on urban employment create great labour imbalance in the
county. The skewedness inhibits effective utilization of resources. This may in future
have a bearing on urban crimes in Garissa town and religious radicalization in an attempt
to escape realism of unemployment.
Equally important on labor is marginalization and stigma that affect female gender to
access and use of resources. These placement disadvantage female. The male female ratio
of labour force is 1:13:1. This means that within the town and by extension the County
more male have engaged in labor related tasks than female. The county has a labour force
of 345,299 persons consisting of 183,049 male and 162,250 female. This represents 49.4
per cent of the total population in the county.

2.9 Demographic Dynamics
2.9.1 Population Size and Composition
The county has a total population of 699,534 consisting of 375,985 males and 323,549
females as at 2012. The population was projected to increase to 785,976 and to 849,457
persons in 2015 and 2017 respectively.
The table below shows demographic structure of the county.
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Table 3: Population Projection by Age Cohorts

Age
Group

2009 (Census)
Male
Female

Total

2012 (Projections)
Male
Female Total

0-4

47,827

42,961

90,788

53,737 48,270

102,006 60,377

54,234

114,611 65,253 58,614

123,868

5-9

57,477

49,596

107,073 64,579 55,724

120,304 72,559

62,610

135,169 78,420 67,667

146,087

10-14

58,435

44,656

103,091 65,656 50,174

115,830 73,768

56,374

130,142 79,727 60,927

140,654

15-19

44,737

33,416

78,153

50,265 37,545

87,810

56,476

42,184

98,660

61,038 45,592

106,629

20-24

30,424

26,458

56,882

34,183 29,727

63,911

38,407

33,401

71,808

41,509 36,098

77,608

25-29

19,776

22,645

42,421

22,220 25,443

47,663

24,965

28,587

53,552

26,982 30,896

57,878

30-34

16,271

18,138

34,409

18,282 20,379

38,661

20,541

22,897

43,438

22,200 24,747

46,946

35-39

12,137

14,486

26,623

13,637 16,276

29,913

15,322

18,287

33,609

16,559 19,764

36,323

40-44

13,670

11,736

25,406

15,359 13,186

28,545

17,257

14,816

32,073

18,651 16,012

34,663

45-49

8,211

6,219

14,430

9,226

6,987

16,213

10,366

7,851

18,216

11,203 8,485

19,688

50-54

8,594

5,631

14,225

9,656

6,327

15,983

10,849

7,109

17,958

11,725 7,683

19,408

55-59

3,965

2,333

6,298

4,455

2,621

7,076

5,005

2,945

5,410

3,183

8,593

60-64

5,133

3,344

8,477

5,767

3,757

9,524

6,480

4,221

7,003

4,562

11,566

65-69

1,886

1,199

3,085

2,119

1,347

3,466

2,381

1,514

3,895

2,573

1,636

4,209

70-74

2,695

2,057

4,752

3,028

2,311

5,339

3,402

2,597

5,999

3,677

2,806

6,483

75-79

925

673

1,598

1,039

756

1,795

1,168

850

2,017

1,262

918

2,180

4,892

2,777

2,719

5,496

3,121

3,055

6,176

3,373

3,302

6,674

80+

2,472

2,420

Totals

334,635

285,548

2015 (Projections)
Male
Female Total

7,951
10,701

2017 (Projections)
Male
Female
Total

620,183 375,985 323,549 699,534 422,444 363,532 785,976 456,565 392,892

Source: KNBS, 201
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849,457

The table and population is typical of the general Kenyan population structure. Majority
of the people are youth and under age. The population growth is highest between the age
group of 5-9 years and can be attributed to the low child mortality rate in the county. The
primary school going population age of 10-14 years is high compared to the population of
the secondary school going age of 15-19 years. There is low population aged 80 years and
above. This is due to low life expectancy rate at 56 years for males and 65 years for
females. The dependency ratio in the county stands at 48 per cent.
The population data is an indication of labour challenges and unemployment and promotes
a high level of dependence. The project provides an outlet both in the short term and long
term in meeting labour needs.
Urban Population
Urban population for the county is fairly large. The main townships include Garissa,
Masalani, Balambala, Bura East, Dadaab, Modogashe, Nanighi and Hulugho. Except for
Garissa, the smaller towns constitute 16 per cent of the county’s total population. Dadaab
is a very unique urban centre in the sense that it hosts a large population of refugees;
mainly from Somalia. The overall level of urbanization in the county is very high due to
the influx of people from the hinterland, mainly due to loss of livelihood as a result of
persistent drought. This causes strain on the social and physical infrastructure in these
urban centres.
Table 4: Population Projections by Urban Centre

2009
(Census)

Urban
Centre
Male
Balambala
Bura East
Dadaab

Female Total

4,108 2,927
787

2012 (Projections)

705

31,726 28,664

7,035
1,492

Male

Female Total

4,616 3,289
884

792

2015 (Projections)
Male

7,905 5,186
1,676

994

2017 (Projections)

Fmale

Total

Male

Fmale

Total

3,695

8,881

5,605

3,993

9,598

890

1,884

1,074

962

2,036

60,390 35,646 32,206

67,852 40,051 36,185

76,236 43,286 39,108

82,394

Modogashe 12,025 9,754
Nanighi
2,101 1,783
Hulugho
2,771 2,329

21,779 13,511 10,959

24,470 15,180 12,313

27,494 16,406 13,308

29,714

3,884

2,361

2,003

4,364

2,653 2,251

4,903

2,867

2,433

5,300

5,100

3,113

2,617

5,730

3,498 2,940

6,438

3,781

3,178

6,958

Total

99,680

60,131 51,866 111,997 67,562 58,274 125,836 73,019 62,982 136,000

53,518 46,162

Source: County Development Planning Office 2013
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2.10 Infrastructure services
2.10.1 Road Networks and Airstrips
The county has a total road network of 1,804.5Km which comprise 29.9Km of bitumen
surface, 1,479Km of earth surface and 304Km of gravel surface. County roads are in poor
condition and most of them are rendered impassable during rainy season thus curtailing
all movement by road in the county. The county has three bridges, on River Tana, which
are in good condition. Movement across Laghas is facilitated through concrete drifts that
are also rendered impassable during floods. The town and county in general does not
have an airport. There are eight airstrips in the county with Garissa, Lagdera, Hulugho,
Fafi, Balambala and Ijara having one each while Dadaab has two.

The project site is

accessed by tarmac road, which is motorable and in good condition.

2.10.2 Posts and Telecommunications
The county is served by three mobile phone service providers, with a coverage of 62 per
cent. However, a large section of the county still has no network coverage especially in
Balambala and Fafi. The total landline connection stands at 800. There are four post
offices, in Garissa, Modogashe, Dadaab and Masalani. The county is served by several
internet cyber cafes.
2.10.3 Financial Institutions
The county is served by twenty two financial institutions. These include eight commercial
banks, thirteen village banks and one micro-finance institution. Examples of these
financial institutions are Kenya Commercial Bank, National Bank, Cooperative Bank,
Barclays Bank, Equity Bank, First Community Bank, Kenya Women Finance Trust among
others. In addition there are also ten SACCOs including Garissa Teachers, Rema among
others and two insurance companies including Takaful. Most of these financial
institutions are based in Garissa town.
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2.10.4 Water Supply
The town has piped water provided by Garissa Water and Sewerage Company, GAWASCO,
which supplies water to approximately 27,725 households in Garissa Town and its
environs. The coverage is restrictive and some of the estates on the outskirts are not
effectively covered.
The County is water scarce with only 23.8 per cent of the population having access to safe
water. Access to piped water is limited to the sub-county headquarters where
approximately 27,725 households have connection. The main source of water in the
county is River Tana and seasonal Laghas. The average distance to the nearest water
point is 25Km. However, for residents of Garissa Town the supply and reliability is ample.
The site proposed for the high court has a line of pipe water with sufficient capacity to
supply. Storage through over head and underground would be necessary to minimize
inconveniences during shortages.
2.10.5 Sanitation
The town has sewerage system covering a good proportion of the town. New and
upcoming developments on the outskirts are not however connected. The section
occupied by the project has been served and shall be connected once the project is
completed.
2.10.6 Energy Supply
Power lines and supply grid for the area fall within the neighbourhood along Lamu road.
The supply can cater for supply needs envisaged. There is however need to supplement
supplies via solar or stand by generators.
Figure 4: Power line serving the site
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CHAPTER 3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION
3.1 Location:
The project is located in Garissa town within the Government quarters. It is sited
between provincial headquarters for police service and provincial administration. Other
facilities in the neigbourhood include GAWASCO offices, old high court, police mess,
Mnara school plus the national cereals and produce board. It is sited outside the CBD
along Lamu road.
The location is within developed neighbourhood prompting various contagious impacts.
This has a bearing on air quality, noise and movement within the prescient of the site.
Figure 5: Satellite image of location

The site neighbours residential developments that are currently under construction
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Figure 6: New residential developments in the neighbourhood

3.2 Project details
The court shall house both the high court and chamber for the lower court. The design has:
Ground floor
 Archive & Huduma centre,
 High court registry
 lower court registry,
 police court, prisons cells, list chamber and
 probation office
 monitoring room
First, second and third floors
 advocates lounge
 Finance
 Magistrates chambers
 HR department
 Consultancy rooms
Fourth Floor






Board room
Consultation rooms
Terraces
High court 0ne and two
Judicial lounge
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The site shall have six house auxiliary site facilities such as a Car park, convenience rooms
for both sexes, lift, Sewer systems & soak pits for waste water management. The project
proposal has court Chambers and registry, Archives and prosecution offices, Banking hall
and server rooms, Waiting bay and multi-purpose meeting room, Breast feeding mothers’
room, stone boundary wall fencing, cells, kitchenette and parking (See copies of attached
Architectural drawings). Estimated cost for completion is KES. 379,082,160.9 (Three
Hundred and Seventy Nine Million, Eighty two thousand, One Hundred and Sixty shillings
and Nine cents Only)
3.3 Project Phases
The project will be implemented in four main phases thus pre-construction, construction,
operation and decommissioning of the project. This will be carried out after necessary
approvals for the development will have been secured from all relevant authorities as
provided by law. The details of each of the phases are discussed below:
Phase One: Pre-Construction

This phase is the preliminary stage in the project. Requisite approvals and documentations
are seured to comply with government regulations. These include EIA license, buildings
plan approvals or both structural and Architectural drawings, and payment of requisite
fees. preparation or take off.
Phase Two: Construction
Commencement of construction commences with marking of the ground as per the plans.
Trenching, excavation and leveling are done before setting of the foundation wall. The
steps shall entail:
 Site demarcation and clearing,
 Scooping of the top soil and rubble of the demolished semi-permanent structure on
site.
 Excavation works, trenching & Blinding
 Transportation of materials and wastes to and from the site respectively
 Installation of services such as water, power lines and sewer connection
 Electrical wiring and equipment installation
 Backfilling and landscaping of the site
 Installation of fire suppression equipment and emergency kits
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Phase Two: Operation

This details all activities to be carried out after construction works are completed. They
include the following:
 Testing of the systems and site installations and correction of any faults
detected
 Commissioning of the premises
 Admission of Court users and or staff
 Continuous monitoring and testing of the entire system including Sewer
systems.
 Maintenance and repairs & Routine site cleaning (solid waste collection and
disposal)
 Record keeping of daily operations

Phase Three: Decommissioning

This is the very last phase of the project cycle that will include bringing to an end of all
operations of the project. Main activities will include issuance of notice for the intended
works, demolition of existing structures, dismantling of equipment and installations and
electrical appliances, disposal of wastes, soil testing for any contamination and
radioactivity and site restoration.
3.4 Size of the Land
The developer otherwise referred to in this report as the proponent wishes to establish the
aforementioned development on the affected plot measuring 2.7 Ha. (See the attached
PDP)
3.5 Development Permission
The development has been approved by the Garissa County Physical Planning office to
accommodate the High Court.
3.6 Planning Standards
The proposed development conforms to zoning requirement. It has been located within
government office zone and approved by the physical planning department in compliance
with conditions of approval as provided for in the Form PPA 2 and Conditions of the Lease.
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3.7 Alternative Development Models
Preamble
This section explores a number of development alternatives available for adoption by the
proponent and discusses their relative environmental merits. It is worth noting that for
some issues, little data is available on which to base the assessment, and that some of the
judgments are therefore subjective. Moreover, despite a number of detailed technological
alternatives at project proponent’s discretion, the technology adopted in this project is
informed by conventional building trends in the project area.

Model One: Alternative Use
The proponent has a choice to use the land for other purposes other than the proposed
project. This option however calls for change of user to other uses which still have
potential impacts some even worse than the proposed project depending on their nature
and scale, for example industrial activity on the limited site. However, the time and cost
implications are rather undesirable of which the proponent might not adopt at all.
Alternative land use is not viable at all due to the fact that:
 The current lease conditions provide for a law court only
 The development is not hazardous to the natural environment
 The undue time constraints and cost implications of alternative land uses are
beyond reach of the proponent.
 This development is to be realized on a land parcel which already has an approved
land use by the County Government of Garissa
 The financing of this project is based on the current proposal
Model Two: Relocation
Relocation to a different site is another option available for exploitation but currently, the
proponent does not have an alternative site fit for the kind of development he intends to
realize on this site. Looking for suitable land to accommodate the nature of the project and
completing official transactions on it may take several years although there is no guarantee
that the land would be available. Moreover, a lot of time will be spent on design and
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approvals since design and planning has to be according to site conditions thus site
specific.
Project design and planning before the stage of implementation will cost the developer
millions of Kenya shillings. Whatever has been done and paid to date will be counted as a
loss to the developer. Assuming the project will be given a positive response by the
relevant authorities including NEMA, this project would have been unduly delayed before
implementation.
The other consequence of this is that it would be a discouragement for private/local
investors especially in the sector that has been shunned by many public and private
investors.
In consideration of the concerns and assessment of the current proposed site, relocation of
the project is not a viable option as the Proposed Project does not pose any danger to the
environment and human settlements at all thus not nuisance. Besides, it is not easy to find
such a suitable site to accommodate this proposed development while enjoying economies
of scale. This is due to the fact that other facilities and developments on site such as
apartments, restaurant, bar and swimming pool provide complementary services thus
reducing the cost of providing for the same if relocated to a new site.

Model Three: No Development
This is the model where the status quo is maintained. This option is the most suitable
alternative from an ‘extreme environmental perspective’ as it ensures non-interference
with the existing environmental conditions. This option will however, involve several
losses both to the landowner, the community and the government in whole. The landowner
will continue to pay rent on the plot while the property remains underutilized.
However, this Option is the least preferred from the socio-economic and partly
environmental perspective due to the following factors:
 The proposed project is not environmentally hazardous thus not a threat to the
neighbourhood and the general environment.
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 The plot will remain underutilized thus limited economic returns
 No employment opportunities will be created.
 The local economy will not get a boost through provision of local building and
construction materials and services
From the analysis above, it becomes apparent that the alternative is not preferred by the
proponent, local community and the County Government of Garissa. This is because it has
no substantial socio-economic and environmental benefits.

Model Four: Proposed Alternative
As discussed above, various development models have been considered in terms of likely
impacts to the environment and evaluated against pre-set criteria and technological
employment. However, in all instances the outstanding difference was either cost
implications, time constraint and the fact that this project is not harmful to the
environment thus emerged as the most plausible option according to the project area
setting and primacy. This option is acceptable for various reasons as follows;
 The proposal is in line with the County Government of Garissa’s designated land
use, building typologies and density requirements within Garissa town. In this
regard, the County Physical Planning office has ever since approved the
development.
 The proposed development does not pose any direct or indirect hazardous
environmental dangers to the environment and adjoining human settlements.
 Development of the proposed Garissa High Court is compatible with existing
developments within its immediate context.
 The proposed project will be constructed using modern, energy saving, locally and
internationally accepted materials to achieve public health, safety, security and
environmental aesthetic requirements.
3.8 Design Features of the Project
The architectural design of the proposed development takes into account standards
provided for in the PPA Cap 286, Physical Planning Handbook and the Kenya Building
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Code. These include but are not limited to the following:
 Maximum use of natural ventilation to reduce energy consumption
 Paved and landscaped inner court to help in prevention of soil erosion
 On-site parking lots that are adequate to serve all anticipated users of this facility
 Solid and liquid management systems (Sewer systems & Waste bins)
Project Construction Activities
Site Preparation
Site preparation shall involve demarcation of the project site within the plot to establish
and mark out the area that will be affected by the proposed project. This will be followed
by clearing of some of the vegetation on site to pave way for the new construction works to
commence.

Excavation and Foundation Works
Excavation will be carried out to remove loose top soil for construction of foundation,
pavements and drainage systems. The technology used in the design and construction of
the proposed building will be based on international standards, which have been
customized in Kenya under supervision of the County Engineer, County Environment
officer, project architect and contractor to ensure compliance with the set standards,
quality and the implementation of the recommended mitigation measures.
Materials’ standards
This report submits that for purposes of ensuring high quality and standard buildings,
materials for the construction should not be less that as provided herein. Concrete to be
class 25/20 with minimum cubic strength of 25N/MM2 at 28 Days. Cover to Main
Reinforcement: All concrete to be compacted by poker vibrator to structural engineer
details. Foundation 50 mm thick, Beam 30 mm thick. The design to be in accordance with B
S 8110 provisions and as determined by the project structural engineer.
Masonry and Concrete Works
The construction of the foundation, floors, pavements and drainage system, underground
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tanks among other components of the project involves a lot of masonry work and related
activities. General masonry and related activities include stone shaping, concrete mixing,
plastering, and slab construction, construction of foundations and erection of building
walls and curing of fresh concrete surfaces. These activities are known for the labour
intensive and are supplemented by machinery such as concrete mixtures.
Project input and Materials
The following are the main material input in the proposed project but ware not limited
thereto:
Water: Water supply from Garissa Water and Sewerage Company line will be used
for this purpose but will be supplemented by tank water especially during
construction.
Labour: Different forms of labour both skilled and unskilled will be utilized
Building material: Sand, Masonry stone, Cement, Ballast, Gravel , Water, Soil,
Electrical wires, gadgets and equipment, Steel (reinforcement, casement, wiring and
standard fittings), Glass, PVS Material : ( tiles, PVC pipes, conduits, and fittings),
Concrete and paving, Paints and vanishes, Plant materials –grass, trees, seedlings
and Timber etc.
Storage of Materials
Building materials will be stored on site. Bulky materials such as stones, ballast, sand, and
steel will be carefully piled on site. To avoid piling large quantities of materials on site, the
proponent will order bulky materials such as sand, gravel and stones in quotas. Materials
such as cement, paint and glasses among others will be stored in the site office built for this
purpose.
Electrical Works
During construction, electrical works shall include installation of electrical gadgets and
appliances including electrical cables, lighting apparatus, bulb, sockets etc. In addition
there will be other activities involving the use of electricity such as welding and metal
cutting to attain the desired results. The proponent will employ services of a qualified
electrical engineer for the same.
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Plumbing
Installation of pipe-work for water supply and distribution will be carried out within the
project and associated facilities. In addition pipe work will be done to connect sewage from
generation points to the sewer system (SBR Treatment tanks), and for drainage of storm
water from the rooftop into the peripheral storm water drainage system. Plumbing
activities will include metal and plastic cutting, the use of adhesive, metal grinding and wall
drilling among others. This will be done by a registered mechanical engineer.
Project Products and By-Products
The main product from the proposed project is the Garissa High Court with
complementary facilities as stated above.
By-products from the project may include:
Increased traffic generation to and from the site, increased waste water discharge,
increased surface water runoff, increased solid waste generation and accumulation,
increased pressure on site facilities and infrastructure. Important to note is that all the
possible negative impacts of all the above will be fully addressed by an elaborate
Environmental Management Plan in Chapter 7.

Project’s Operational Activities
This provides a brief description of activities following successful completion of the
construction and finishing works for this development after which the following will be
take place.
Occupation Certificate
The proponent will have to notify the County works and Public health offices of the
completion of the work. Upon inspection of the premises by these officers, an occupation
license will be issued as soon as it is approved as being fit and safe for human occupation.
Energy Supply
The site is already connected to the main power line from the main KPLC grid. This makes
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it convenient to tap electricity to the proposed Garissa High Court. It was established from
the KPLC Garissa offices that the capacity is sufficient to meet the energy demand of the
proposed development. Energy saving methods shall be employed to enhance effective use.
Solid Waste
The proponent will utilize all available effective strategies that are convenient for sound
waste management. This will include among others, provision of facilities for handling
solid waste generated within the premises and around the site. All the solid wastes
generated shall be kept in litter bins and later transferred to refuse bins for disposal. The
services of a private waste management company shall be engaged to undertake routine
collection to the approved county dumpsite.

Waste water Management:
Liquid wastes shall be managed through use of the Sewer systems and soak pits. The
systems shall be properly maintained and monitored to enhance efficiency in operation to
minimize potential leakage and bad odour. The tank shall be regularly inspected to ensure
efficient operation.
Routine repairs and Maintenance works
Due to the effects of weather conditions and possible breakages and destruction of
surfaces, there will be routine repairs and maintenance works such as repainting,
mechanical works, electrical fittings etc. This will be done upon a public notice before
commencement of the works. This will be aimed at ensuring that the spaces remain
habitable, attractive and does not destroy the development character of the
neighbourhood.
Decommissioning phase
The lifespan of the project shall last 50 years. This may necessitate review of the usefulness
of the structure. This may necessities assessment and finally demolition. The evaluation
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and rehabilitation process will be done by professionals. The contracted firm shall evaluate
ground installation and removal. This shall be followed by rehabilitation of the site prior to
commissioning of any other projects. This may be a consequence of the planning policy of
the area by the County Government, the identification, by the proponent of a better user for
the site and or the building being rendered obsolete thus not fit for human occupation and
use.
3.9 Project Budget
Information gathered from the detailed Bill of Quantities prepared for this particular
project on plot L.R. NO.Garissa 326/816 in Garissa Town of Garissa County indicates that
the proponent will spent KES. 379,082,160.9 (Three Hundred and Seventy Nine Million,
Eighty two thousand, One Hundred and Sixty shillings and Nine cents Only)
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CHAPTER FOUR: EVALUATION OF IMPACTS
4.1 Preamble
This chapter presents the potential impacts associated with the implementation of this
development project. The impacts will be related to activities to be carried out during
commencement of the project, construction and at the decommissioning phase. Operational
phase impacts of the project should be addressed. In addition, lapse of the project enhances
decommissioning impacts. These phases listed capture the life cycle of the project with key
effects on Ecological System, Human Health and safety, Infrastructure and Social Amenities and
the built environment.
Construction activities affects the physical landforms on site leading to change or transformation.
The execution process entails alteration and destruction of ground properties to create new
manmade features as provided for in the Architectural and structural designs. Each stage in the
development process has its impacts. These impacts range from temporary to long term.
Besides, structures evolving from the process have considerable economic and social impacts
that have a strong bearing to peoples’ livelihood.
This is based on critical evaluation of the nature and magnitude of the activity being undertaken,
as well as the type of environmental control measures that are envisaged as part of the project
proposal. Since the proposed project involves construction works, all anticipated potential
impacts experienced on the project area, within neighbourhood and multiplier effects on wider
scale are identified and assessed based on the type and scale of the various activities associated
with this project. Several aspects and potential impacts were identified for each phase (Project
Location, Construction and Operation) of the development, with impacts evaluated in terms of
their nature, occurrence, possibility and severity potential.
This report established that several impacts are likely as a result of the construction (including
pre-construction), and operation of the project. Such impacts may be direct, indirect or ultimate
for the purposes of this ESIA. These potential impacts (whether direct, indirect or ultimate), are
assessed based on their timeframe (short-term or long-term) and effect (positive or negative).
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Impacts are also classified in three groups: impacts due to project location, impacts as a result of
project construction and impacts as a result of project operation.
Generally, all the potentially significant environmental impacts from the project are categorised
below:
Socio-Economic Impacts
Air Environment: _ Impact on ambient air quality
Noise Environment: _ Impact on ambient noise

_ Impacts on other infrastructure

Water Environment: _ Surface and ground water quality

_ Impacts on employment

Land Environment: _ Impacts on land use

_ Impacts on public health and

_ Impacts on soil profile/structure and characteristics

safety

Ecological Impacts: _ Impacts on trees/vegetation

_ Impacts on cultural resources

_ Impacts on flora and Fauna

_ Impacts on aesthetics

4.2 Negative Impacts
4.2.1 Impacts during construction
The construction activities of the Garissa High Court shall entail site clearing by way of removing
grass and trees and demolition of the existing semi-permanent structure to pave way for
construction and excavation of loose soil. In addition, this will give rise to high tonnage of loose
rock and soils that is susceptible to both surface run off and wind erosion. Excavation has a great
bearing on soil stability and opening up of the site to forces of erosion. The need for building
material for construction purposes has a bearing on the natural resource stock. Extraction
increases pits of land wasted through quarrying particularly in the source areas. A pool of labour
within the site becomes a constant nuisance to the neighbourhood. The supervisor call ups,
trucks on site, movement of materials on site for construction generate noise pollution. The dust
generated from the site lead to air pollution within and around the site.

4.2.2 Operational Impacts
The Development once complete will have Court users and or staff and visitors. These include
among others, generation of both solid and liquid wastes from the toilets, kitchen and sinks,
packaging materials from shops and possible oil spills from vehicles.
These wastes must be carefully managed to avoid inconveniences and minimize negative impacts
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to the natural environment. The toilets and urinals present potential source of pollution through
generation of waste waters. Potential operational impacts are therefore significant and warrant
appropriate mitigation measures. Besides, pavements on site and increased concrete surface
have a bearing on enhancing storm water generation and ground water recharge. The run-off will
be significant given the rainfall patterns experienced in the area as discussed under baseline
information.

4.2.3 Decommissioning Impacts
The decommissioning phase will involve doing away with the current development by way of
demolition. This may be due to various reasons like change in physical planning policy for the
area, the construction being rendered obsolete thus unfit for human occupation and or the
realization of a more optimal use of the land.
During decommissioning, there will be air pollution from dust emissions, accumulation and
pilling of broken blocks, metal pieces, rails and timber, noise pollution from equipment and other
machinery, destruction of vegetation on site and distorting the development skyline. It is
therefore recommended that an ESIA be conducted before decommissioning of this project to
ensure that all possible impacts are identified and mitigation measures for them are clearly
outlined.
However, the negative impacts can be direct or indirect. The magnitude of each impact is
described in terms of being significant, minor or negligible, temporary or permanent, long-term
or short-term, specific (localized or widespread, reversible or irreversible. Some of the impacts
mitigation measures have already been addressed in the proactive design and other mitigations
can only be guaranteed through active, responsible management, occasioned by following the
guidelines in the project environmental management plan. These qualities are indicated in the
assessment tables as follows. The first table 6.1 is a key table, which helps in understanding the
environmental impacts tabulated, in the second table.
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Table 5: Categorization of the potential impacts

NO.

A

IMPACTS

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

INSIGNIFIC
ANT

Short
Term

Short
Term

No Impact

Long
Term

Long
Term

Project Setting
i.

ii.


Loss of vegetation
Change of land use



iii.

Displacements of population



iv.

Shifting of utilities lines



Interference
with
the
archaeological property of
the site



v.
B
i.
ii.

Construction Phase
Fire risks

iii.

Increased
pressure
on
available
local
infrastructure and utilities
Generation of solid wastes

iv.

Impacts on water quality

v.







vi.

Impact on air quality
(including dust generation)
Noise pollution

vii.

Increased Traffic generation



viii.

Staking and piling of
construction materials on
site
Increased Public health and
safety risk
Social impacts



ix.
x.
C






Operational Phase
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i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

vii.

Change
quality

in

ambient

air



Increase in noise levels



Water
harvesting
and
recharge
Increased generation of
solid and liquid wastes




Induced
infrastructure
development
Improved quality of social
life



Increment in green cover





Decommissioning Phase
i.

Destruction of the landscape

ii.

Loss on income

iii.

Accumulation of debris and





other solid wastes
iv.

Alteration of development



skyline
v.

Noise and Air pollution

vi.

Accumulation


of



contaminated wastes and
materials (if any)
vii.

General Nuisance around



the site
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4.3 Mitigation Measures for Negative Impacts
Locational Impacts of project
The development will have both socio-economic and environmental implications as discussed in
the sub-sections below.
i. Impacts on flora and fauna
Due to the fact that the neighbourhood is already developed, there are no animals to be disturbed
by this development. However, considering the scale of the project and commonly found flora
within the project influence area-natural grasses, no significant adverse effects are envisaged on
the ecology of the area.
Mitigation Measures for loss of Vegetation Cover
o Introduction of vegetation (trees, shrubs and grass) on open spaces and their
maintenance
o Design and implement an appropriate landscaping programme to help in re-vegetating
part of the project area after construction works are completed
o Proper demarcation of the project site to establish the area that will be affected to avoid
spill over to the entire plot.
ii. Relocation of resident Population
The project is being executed on a Greenfield where there is no resident population to be
relocated in the process of construction.
iii. Change of Land Use & density
This is a long term undertaking where the developer otherwise referred to as the proponent in
this report, has done apply for complete change of user from Agricultural to Commercial.
However, the density of developments will increase as the land is currently idle. However, it is
important to note that this will enhance optimal use of land.
Mitigation of Measures for Change of Land Use
o The development to be undertaken as approved by the County Government of Garissa.
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o Comply with regulatory and legal requirements as stipulated in law. At this point
therefore, the proponent should ensure compliance with convectional planning policy as
provided for in the PPA cap 286 and the building code and the County Government Act
iv. Shifting of Utilities
There will not be any shifting of existing utilities lines such as water supply pipelines, sewers and
electrical lines due to the proposed project. This is because the plot does not occupy space used
for the main utility lines.
v. Impact on Archaeological Property
Within the project influence area, there are no significant archaeological properties and or
artefacts; hence no impact in this area is anticipated to result from the construction works.

Construction Impacts
Activities associated with construction works of this project will transform the natural
environment, creating negative impacts in most cases if proper mitigation measures are not put
in place. However, this report has established that these are mainly short-term impacts that have
been found to be of low magnitude, and that all of them will easily be managed by the provisions
of the EMP in chapter 7 below.
i. Pressure on available Infrastructure and utilities
During the construction stage, demand for basic amenities such as water and electricity may put
pressure on the existing infrastructure. Considering the nature of the project, the impacts shall be
short term and low in magnitude and are limited to the construction phase only.
Mitigation Measures for Strain on Infrastructure and utilities
o The proponent will ensure complementing demand for the aforementioned through use of
Tanker water supply,
o

Use of low noise generators on site to check on power demand

o Energy saving technologies to be put in use such as solar power utilization
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o All construction works to be carried out during the day only to reduce the need for
lighting.
ii. Disturbance and Contamination of Soil
Construction works destabilize the natural soil profile. In addition, the spillage of oil from the
machinery, cement residue from concrete mixers, sewage and solid wastes, might contaminate
the soil if not properly handled and disposed of.
Mitigation Measures for disturbance and contamination of Soil
o Use of well-maintained machinery and trucks that have no oil spillage
o Reduction of the time taken by machinery and trucks on site
o During the re-vegetation period, appropriate surface water runoff controls will be taken
to prevent surface erosion;
o Monitoring and inspection of the area for indications of erosion will be conducted and
appropriate measures taken to correct any occurrences;
o Fencing and signs restricting access will be posted to minimize disturbance to newlyvegetated areas;
o Carry out soil tests for contaminants & if need be scoop out any contaminated soils and
replace with uncontaminated soil from another source Comprehensive Landscaping
iii. Ground Water Quality pollution
It is envisaged that there will be no ground water pollution as a consequence of activities on this
site. No impact is expected on potable water, since this will be directly supplied and stored on
site. Surface water however, may be impacted as follows:
- Chemical contamination from construction materials such as cement, paint and other
mechanical fluids
- Increased siltation caused by surface runoff (as a result of the removal of vegetation and
the placement of raw materials e.g. sand)
-Oil spillage from machinery and vehicle ferrying materials to and from the site

Mitigation Measures for Ground Water Quality Degradation
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o Use of metallic concrete mixers
o No excess materials such as cement and paints will be left unattended on site.
o

Only right amounts of the above to be used per unit time will be prepared

o Observation of weather conditions to ensure that such materials are covered and
protected from the rain water
o During the construction phase, run-off from the site will not be allowed to stand (water
logging), or enter directly into trenches.
o

In order to reduce runoff contamination to ground water, sediment and grease traps will
be used to intercept run-off from drainage areas.

iv. Impact on Air Quality
Potential impact on the air quality during the construction stage will be due to the fugitive dust
and the exhaust gases generated in and around the construction site. But it should be noted that
the baseline reveal that on windy days, nuisance level fugitive dusting occurs. Dust is a major
component of air pollution, generated mainly from the following construction activities:
- Site clearance and use of heavy vehicles and machinery/equipment etc
- Transportation of construction materials, such as sand and cement to the construction site
- Excavated materials (soil) stockpiled on site
-Exhaust fumes from machinery and vehicles
Mitigation Measures for Air Pollution
o To minimize the occupational health hazard, proper personal protective gears i.e. dust
masks shall be provided to the workers who are engaged in dust generating activity
o All the loose material, either stacked or transported, shall be kept on site for the shortest
possible time and provided with suitable covering, such as tarpaulin
o Water sprinkling shall be done at the location where dust generation is anticipated
o The site shall be enclosed to reduce dust spilling over to the adjoining area
o Use of low noise and well maintained machinery that will not release unwarranted
exhaust fumes
To control vehicular emissions, a system shall be put in place constituting the following
guidelines:
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o All Contractors and Sub-contractors with diesel powered construction equipment with
engine horsepower (HP) ratings of 60 HP and above, that are on the project for a period in
excess of 30 consecutive calendar days, shall be retrofitted with emission control devices
and/or use clean fuels to reduce diesel emissions
o In addition, all motor vehicles and/or construction equipment shall comply with all
pertinent National regulations relative to exhaust emission controls and safety
o The reduction of emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides
(NO2), and particulate matter (PM10) will be accomplished by installing Retrofit Emission
Control Devices or by using less polluting clean fuels.
v. Noise Pollution
Noise is perceived as one of the most undesirable consequences of construction activities.
Though the level of discomfort caused by noise is subjective, the most commonly reported
impacts of increased noise levels are interference in oral communication, and disturbance in
sleep. Due to the various construction activities, there will be short-term noise impacts in the
immediate vicinity of the project corridor, which may exceed acceptable limits and reach
nuisance levels for residents. These include:
- Concreting and concrete mixing
- Excavation of foundations with driller (if used) or any other machinery
- Construction plant and heavy vehicle movement (e.g. cranes, trucks)
-Increased number of casual workers on site
-Lorries and trucks ferrying construction material
-Masonry works especially metallic fittings
Since the project site is surrounded by other developments especially residential apartments and
commercial outlets, some impacts are envisaged in the project area. But, the noise levels are not
expected to exceed occupational limits; therefore no adverse effects on neighbours and site
employees should result. Nonetheless, noise control procedures will be introduced when
necessary.

Mitigation Measures for noise Pollution
o Enclosing the site will also reduce the impact of noise to the surrounding area
o Use of low noise machinery and any other equipment
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o During the construction stage, expected noise levels shall not be above of 55dBA, which will
decrease inversely with the increase in distance.
o Silencers and mufflers should be affixed to the exhaust systems of all mechanical equipment
being used on the project site.
o Any activity that is deemed noisy and maybe a nuisance shall be scheduled at times least
likely to affect those within hearing distance.
o Isolation of the source and sensitive receptors during the construction phase will be
undertaken to minimize the impacts of noise and vibrations.
o To prevent any occupational hazard, ear-muff/ earplug shall be provided to the workers
working around or operating plant and machinery emitting high noise levels
vi. Increased Traffic
The location of the proposed site along the main Earth road will pose a challenge to traffic flow as
this road already has a lot of traffic. There is expected be a short-term negative impact on traffic,
especially if construction materials are being delivered during off-peak times. The transportation
of construction material from source to site will entail the use of slow moving heavy trucks,
which have the potential to contribute to traffic build-ups, especially if it is done during peak
hours.
Mitigation Measures for Increased Traffic
o Delivery of materials to be done only on demand basis and during off-peak
o Provision of acceleration and deceleration lanes
o Enforce speed limits for vehicles especially along the access road leading to the site
o Provide bill boards at the site to notify motorists about the construction works
o All vehicles delivering bulk materials to the site to avoid overloading and comply with
traffic rules
vii. Mounding of Construction Materials and wastes
Some of the materials such as building stone and sand are too bulky and can pile up on site if not
used at that moment. In addition, construction activities will lead to the generation of solid
wastes in significant amounts, mainly in the form of construction debris. If these wastes are not
properly managed, then the potential exists for a negative environmental impact.
Mitigation Measures for Pile up of Construction Materials
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o Through accurate estimation of the sizes and quantities of materials required, order
materials in the sizes and quantities they will be needed rather than cutting them to size, or
having large quantities of residual materials
o Ensure that construction materials left over at the end of construction will be used in other
projects rather than being disposed off.
o Ensure that damaged or wasted construction materials including cabinets, doors, plumbing
and lighting fixtures, marbles and glass will be recovered for refurbishing and use in other
projects
o Donate recyclable/reusable or residual materials to local community groups, institutions
and individual local residents or homeowners
o Use of durable, long-lasting materials that will not need to be replaced as often, thereby
reducing the amount of construction waste generated over time
o Provide facilities for proper handling and storage of construction materials to reduce the
amount of waste caused by damage or exposure to the elements
o All loose soils dug out during foundation works to be removed from site as soon as possible.

viii.

Public Health and Safety

The generation of solid waste, sewage, noise, dust and gaseous emissions can impact on public
health and safety, if not properly managed. The provisions of the Public Health Act, EMCA 1999
and the Constitution need therefore be adhered to in terms of protection of the right of every
individual to clean and safe environment.
Mitigation Measures to Instil Public Health and Safety
o Train staff/workers on occupational health and safety
o Provide full protective gear & workmen’s compensation cover in addition to the right
tools and operational instructions & manuals
o Adopt sound waste management system to ensure proper solid waste disposal and
collection facilities
o Adopt sound housekeeping practices during operational phase
o Engage the services of qualified personnel and/or ensure training
o Ensure use of standard construction materials and to the specifications
o Avoid undesirable, substandard, hazardous or unauthorized materials during
construction & maintenance
o Ensure machinery and equipment servicing and maintenance as per schedules & legal
requirements
o Post clear warning signs e.g. ‘No unauthorized use of machines
o Provide fully equipped First Aid kits & train staff on its use
o Ensure adherence with the legal requirements- Factories Act.
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o Sensitize residents on environmental management
o Ensure CGK certifies and issues occupation certificates
o Sensitize residents on environmental management

ix. Social Impacts
There will be a long-term, positive impact on the social landscape of the project area. These
include disease spread especially STDs during the construction work etc
Mitigation to curb adverse Social Impacts
o Educate construction staff on the dangers of engaging in social misconduct
o As far as possible, local labour within the project area will be utilized for construction
purposes.
o A code of conduct will be put in place and to the knowledge of anyone involved and or
affected by this project
o A conflict resolution mechanism will be drafted and made known to all workers and
visitors to the site
o The site will be enclosed with regulated entry and exit
Operational Impacts
During the operation phase, there will be impacts on the air, water and land environment, as well
as on socio-economic aspects. The following sub-sections present the impacts due to the
operation of the proposed project
i. Solid Waste
It is expected that certain quantum of solid waste will be generated during the operation stage.
For the collection of such waste, receptacles will be provided. Such waste will be collected
separately once a day and disposed of in a suitable manner, as per the directives of the County
Government but in line with standards provided by NEMA hence no major negative impacts are
expected.
Mitigation Measures for Solid Waste
o Use of products that need less wrapping especially polythene
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o Adequate number of collection bins separate for biodegradable and non-biodegradable
waste shall be provided as per the NEMA guidelines.
o Waste from such containers shall be collected separately on a daily basis
o All the collection bins shall be properly maintained on regular bases
o Arrangements will be made by the property management to ferry solid wastes
generated from the housing units to a central waste collection point near the project
area for disposal at the County dump site.
o Hiring of the services of a private company for this noble purpose
ii. Air pollution
Pollution of the air environment may be caused by Vehicular emissions and smoke from a
standby generator. Carbon Monoxide (CO) is the major pollutant emitted by motor vehicle
exhaust systems. This is highest when vehicles are poorly maintained, causing incomplete
combustion to take place. Other pollutants include; Dust, SO2, NOX, and HC.
General control measures recommended in this context are;
o Watering of the site and cleaning to keep it dust free
o Informatory signs shall be provided to encourage vehicle owners to maintain their
vehicle and follow the emission standards fixed by the federal Government through the
National Transport and Safety Authority.
o Proper maintenance of the generator.
Measures for Controlling Vehicular Emissions
To control the emissions from the movement of vehicular traffic, the following measures shall be
adopted:
o Proper maintenance of the acceleration and deceleration lanes to keep them dust free
o Adequate greenbelt will be developed and maintained around the premises
o Adequate parking spaces to be provided on site
iii. Noise pollution
Noise pollution could emanate from family conflicts, the music from individual houses and
movement of vehicles in and out of the Garissa High Court and hooting of late night vehicles.
Mitigation Measures for Noise Pollution
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o Ensure that proper acoustics is undertaken for the individual units to contain and control
all possible noise.
o There shall be no hooting of vehicle to and from the site
o Code of conduct to be instituted for solving of family conflicts in a quiet and sober manner
especially through dialogue.
iv. Sewage
Waste waters will be generated from toilets and sinks. The proposed Sewer systems and will
accommodate sewage from all sections of the premises. Pollution to surface water may occur, if
not properly managed.
Mitigation Measures for waste water pollution
o No reckless dumping of waste waters in open spaces or anywhere around the plot
o Use of reinforced pipes to carry wastes from sources to holding and treatment tanks
o Ensure all wastes are directed to the Sewer systems on site
o Conduct regular checks for pipe blockages or damages since such can lead to release of the
effluent onto the land and ground water bodies
o Monitor effluent quality regularly to ensure that the stipulated discharge rules and
standards are not violated.
v. Traffic generation
Traffic generation and conflict is expected if measures are not put in place at all phases including
construction and operation.
Mitigation measures
o Provision of acceleration and deceleration lanes for entry and exit
o Proper signage to notify motorists of the on-going development
o Deliveries to be done during off-peak times
vi. Fire hazards and accidents
Fire hazards might occur due to unexpected eventualities due to sudden failure of the electrical
system, internal negligence, earthquakes and storms.
Mitigation Measures for Fire Hazards
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o Installation of fire-fighting facilities during operation phase
o Sensitizing Court users and or staff on fire safety
o Keeping well stocked first aid boxes and creating awareness among the workers and
visitors on proper handling and use of tools and machinery.
o Fire protection systems will be installed as per the Building Code and will include the
following systems:


Fire Detection System: These include alarms and smoke detectors



Fire Suppression System: These will include fire extinguishers, fire hoses
and sprinkler system

vii) Disruption of government operations.
The court site is located within the built up area. It neighbours the County commissioners’ offices,
Provincial Commissioners office, police heradquarters, mnara school and GAWASCO. The offices
are fully operational and have no specific time for vocation. Launching of the project shall be
executed at a time when the government offices are in serving. Discharge of sounds by machinery
/excavators is about 55dcl. This output at a close distance of 20m from the nearest office shall
cause irritation. Normal operation shall be interrupted when the construction process
commences. Key components includes:
 Use of excavators, trenching and loading/ offloading on site materials.

Delivery of

material may require use of self-loading and offloading machines that have a critical
output in sound. Movement of delivery vehicles equally intensify high sound generation


The preparation of the site may necessitate demolition of some structure to create room for
construction works. The methods, systems used are likely to generate adverse impacts. The
sound generated from execution will make the process unbearable and un-conducive for
office operation.



Dust emissions from both existing structures and emissions from trenching could cause
cumulating of fugitive dust in most offices and residential quarters in the neighborhood.
Garissa has high wind velocity. Developments executed in the month of December to march
shall exert great dust emissions to the neighbourhood.
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The output no matter the quantities shall interrupt the tranquility enjoyed by the government of
departments in the neighbourhood.

viii) Interruption of traffic flow along Lamu road.
Construction involves transfer of material, Movement of trucks, vehicles and motorized systems.
This increases intensity on the use of the road currently serving the site.


The key government offices near the site. Constant movement to deliver material (sand,
quarry stones and ballast) shall interrupt flow of traffic. Lorries and truck disposing lose
soils and wastes shall each make 15 to 20 trips from the site. Constant movement subjects
the poorly constructed earth road to great wear and tear. This could render it impassable
should the state degenerate to disrepair. Construction has a bearing on the quality of road
surface that is undeveloped. Heavy load carried by lorries shall undermine the earth road
to deplorable state

 The government offices are not the only focal point. Residential neighbourhood, mnara
school and police headquarters are key areas of consideration. Traffic generated
and movement shall intensify with the construction and operation of the court.

x) Historical and Social artifacts
The town has no archaeological or museum areas that are of historical significance. Except for the
religious institutions that signify coexistence and have significantly promoted the growth of the
town, no features remain as historical references. Garissa is the gate way to North eastern is
referred to as the last frontier of peace and significantly provide refuge to warring communities
in Somali and parts of Northern Kenya. This role shall remain and be strengthened by
establishment of the new legal structures. The existence of the town is a general is a source of
solace to people in the county and hope for peaceful coexistence. Unlike the hinterland that is
clearly marked as traditional community land, the town is a significant melting point with no
specific ethnic or religious balkanization. The site has no religious or social ties that would be lost
through construction.
4.4 Positive Impacts
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Several positive impacts can be identified as a result of the introduction of the development in
the area. These include but are not limited to the following.
Enhancement of Access to justice
It is envisioned that this will enhance access to justice because any cases needing a high court
was referred to Nairobi and mchakos which according to many is inconveniencing.
Promote the status of Garissa Town
It was argued by the residents that the status of Garissa town will be elevated with the
construction of the court as people from adjoining Counties will flock the town including
international cases due to the International Airport
Creation of employment opportunities
It is envisaged that jobs will be created for community members during the construction phase,
as well as during operation. More than 25 persons will be employed on site as a result of this
project especially casual workers and as well as several other specialized individuals along the
supply chain architects, Engineers, planners, valuers, project managers etc.
Employment opportunities are of great benefit both economically and in a social sense. In the
economic sense, it means abundant unskilled labour will be used in construction hence economic
production. Several workers including casual labourers, masons, carpenters, joiners, electricians
and plumbers are expected to work on the site. From the social realm, it will reduce idleness
among the youth who may otherwise turn to delinquent behaviour in an attempt to earn their
daily bread.
Improving Growth of the Economy
Through the use of locally available materials during the construction phase of the project
including cement, structural steel, concrete and ceramic tiles, timber, sand, ballast electrical
cables etc, the project will add towards growth of the economy by contributing to the gross
domestic product. The consumption of these materials, fuel oil and others will attract taxes
including VAT which will be payable to the government hence increasing government revenue
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while the cost of these raw materials will be payable directly to the producers.
Improved living standards
There are usually several opportunities that come up during the construction and
implementation periods of such projects. The increase in revenues improves money circulation
within the project area. This in turn leads to the initiation of several businesses by entrepreneurs
within and around the project site to cater for the needs of the construction staff and even those
who will be employed during the operation phase. This will promote both formal and the
informal sector in securing both permanent and temporary revenue and hence enhancing their
livelihoods.
4.5 Decommissioning Phase Impacts
This is the last phase in the project cycle and comes as the last to wind up the operations of a
particular project. The main purpose of decommissioning is to restore the site to acceptable
standards. However, decommissioning may also come earlier than the lifespan of the buildings
again due to various reasons like change in physical planning policy of the area by County
Authorities and or the realization of a more optimal use of the land in question.
It is therefore recommended that an elaborate ESIA be conducted when the time for
decommissioning comes so that all aspects will be looked at against the prevailing conditions and
requirements. Noteworthy is the fact that the rationale of the decommissioning process is mainly
to rehabilitate the project site to an acceptable standard and all efforts should be geared towards
making the site as close as possible to its original state before the project was implemented.
The decommissioning will in brief involve demolitions of the structures, dismantling of
installations, removal of debris and landscaping. The other social implications involve the laying
off workers who may be employed thus will lose their income and issues of safety and health.
Due to these facts, it is highly recommended that an ESIA be prepared when the time comes since
the later may come earlier or later due to the vagaries of weather, human behaviour and policy
changes among other factors and quantification and accurate prediction of the likely potential
impacts is quite difficult.
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4.6 Mitigation Measures for Decommissioning Phase impacts
Loss of jobs
There will be so many jobs lost that include employees, local business operators and even some
suppliers. In this respect, the proponent will have to notify in advance all individuals to be
affected in this sense and help them secure alternative livelihood options.
Accumulation of debris and other solid wastes
o There will be an elaborate waste management plan that will involve effective collection,
transportation and disposal of all wastes generated on site by contracting a qualified
person for the same.
o All materials that can be re-used will be sorted, collected and stored for recycling.
Noise and Air Pollution
o Most of the work will be done only during the day when most of the neighbours are out to
work and or to business.
o There will be use of well-maintained machinery and equipment.
o All trucks carrying the wastes will be covered
o Watering of the site and dusty debris to be done
o The site will be enclosed using Iron sheets and dust proof canvas to prevent wastes and
dust from spilling over to adjacent plots
o Use of low noise machinery and equipment
Loss of vegetation and general site degradation
Demolition works will have vegetation on site destroyed thus will interfere with the site image.
To alleviate these impacts, proper demarcation of the site will be done on addition to proper
planning of the works which must be done in stages to avoid interfering with the general site and
other activities on site. Site restoration by replacement of top soil and planting of grass and other
vegetation will be undertaken.
Contaminated materials on site
Any materials that may prove hazardous to people and the general environment will be carefully
sorted out, properly packed and transported to secure areas to ensure that risks associated with
such are totally eliminated.
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Qualified experts and or institutions will be contracted to do the identification, collection, sorting
and transportation of this materials from the site to specific areas allowed by the National
Environmental Management Authority for disposal of such materials. Moreover, the disposal
process should ensure that the materials are disposed of in such a form that it will not pose a
threat to the environment of the dump site and even to the local community.
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CHAPTER FIVE: LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK
5.1 Preamble
This chapter outlines laws, policies and institutions that govern and direct the EIA and ESIA
processes in Kenya. Several Acts of parliament that points to either sustainable development or
environmental protection are evaluated to ascertain compliance. The purpose is to align the
project to legal and policy requirements to promote environmental sustainability.
The regulations and laws that have a direct bearing on construction, environmental protection,
us of space and urban development include: Environmental Management and Coordination Act
(1999) Amendment (2015), Environmental Audit regulations (2003), The Public Health Act
Cap.242, The Physical Planning Act Cap.286, The Factories Act Cap.514, The County Governments
Act (2012), The Building Code (Adoptive by laws) 1968, Environment and Development Policies
Sessional Paper No. 6 of 1999 and the Environment and Land Court Act.
5.2 The Environmental Management and Coordination Act, 1999 (Amendments in 2015)
This Act provides the legal framework for environmental management. It provides the
framework and structure to regulate and guide the process without compromising the quality of
the environment. This is through EIAS and Audits.
Section 58 and 138 of the Act and section 3 provides for Impact Assessment and Audit.
Regulations, 2003 (Legal Notice No. 101) require a project such as the Garissa High court project
be subjected to an Environmental Impact Assessment project/study reports prepared and
submitted to the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) for review and
eventually licensing before the development commences.
The Act also lists the type of projects, which must be subjected to the ESIA process. In
compliance, the proponent has contracted a NEMA registered expert to carry out the ESIA, write
a project report and seek approval before implementation of the proposed project.
5.3 The Constitution of Kenya (2010)
This is the supreme law in Kenya such that any other law is subject to it. Chapter V part 2 of the
constitution under Environment and Natural resources provides in article 69 (1) that the state
shall;
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 Ensure sustainable exploitation, utilization, management and conservation of the
environment and natural resources, and ensure the equitable sharing of the accruing
benefits;
 Encourage public participation in the management, protection and conservation of the
environment;
 Protect genetic resources and biological diversity;
 Establish systems of environmental impact assessment, environmental audit and
monitoring of the environment;
 Eliminate processes and activities that are likely to endanger the environment; and
 Utilize the environment and natural resources for the benefit of the people of Kenya.
5.4 The Environment (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations, 2003
The Environmental regulations (2003) are ingrained under section 147 of the EMCA (1999). The
regulations provide the framework for carrying out ESIAs and EAs in Kenya. This ESIA project
report has been conducted in conformity with these regulations and EMCA, 1999.
5.5 The Environmental Management and Co-ordination (Water Quality) Regulations, 2006
Water quality regulations lay down the standards of domestic water and waste water. The
regulations are meant for pollution control and prevention and provides for protection of water
sources. The proposed project shall incorporate; construction of standard Sewer systems to
collect and manage generated wastewater. The sewerage system in particular must be sound to
prevent leaks and blockages.
5.6 Environmental Management and Co-ordination (Waste Management) Regulations
(2006)
These regulations define the responsibilities of waste generators and define the duties and
requirements for transportation and disposal of waste. It provides for mitigation of pollution and
provides for hazardous and toxic wastes. The regulations require a waste generator to dispose
waste only to a designated waste receptacle. The proponent shall adhere to the regulations and
proposes to contract a NEMA registered waste transporter to collect and efficiently dispose
waste from the developments.
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5.7 Environmental Management and Coordination (Noise and Excessive Vibrations
Pollution Control) Regulations, 2009
These regulations provide for the control of noise pollution by different development activities.
They require that noise and excessive vibrations should be minimized to the largest extent
possible and that this should not exceed particular decibels. In line with keeping with these
standards, the proponent shall strictly adhere to the provisions and requirements of these
Regulations by minimizing the impacts of noise and vibrations from the proposed activities, the
activities will be limited to working hours between, 8.00 am and 5.00 pm. All possible care will be
undertaken to ensure that the machinery are properly greased and oiled to reduce friction and
possible noise emission.
5.8 The County Governments Act, 2012
This is act of parliament that has provided for devolved units of government where services
previously offered by the central government have now been devolved. In this regard, the
National Environment Management Authority has done establish County Directorates of
Environment where ESIA applications will be submitted for approval.
In part VII of the Act section 87 (a) & (b) provides for citizen participation in all development
applications. The proponent has adhered to this requirement by awareness creation, conducting
FGDs and administration of questionnaires to adjoining residents over his development and
engaged some of the stakeholders in public for a in order to get their ideas for inclusion in the
preparation of this ESIA report. Part XI of the Act on County Planning provides for the principles
and objectives of county plans where proper management, protection and utilization of
resources such as land is key for purposes of ensuring sustainability.
5.9 Public Health Act (Cap. 242)
The Act regulates safety, health and orderly development in the interest of public health. Part
(IX) of the Act on Sanitation and Housing, section 115 states that no one need suffer nuisance as a
consequence of poor developments on land or premise. In this regard, County Governments will
have the sole mandate to ensure that all developments in their area of jurisdiction are kept clean
to prevent occurrences that could create inconveniences to residents and thus meet the
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requirements of this Act and any other written law. The nuisance as per the act is listed as:
 Vessels that could be injurious.
 Drillings liable to promote infections.
 Emissions from Sewer systems, water closets, dustbins, urinals, cess pools, among
others that pose offensive smell.
 Noxious water flowing from premises.
 Accumulation of stones or timber that is likely to harbour rats.
 Overcrowded dwellings that impair light and good ventilation.
 Chimneys sending forth smoke in quantities that pose danger to health.
The components listed here require the developer or project proponent to ensure that the
project meets public health requirements. All developers are therefore under obligation to
observe public health provisions. Any project falling short of this could be disqualified.
The Act promotes safety provisions expected within the building. It empowers the medical officer
of health to close any premise considered as a nuisance to the public and which poses danger to
public life. Further, the Act empowers County Governments to prepare laws to:
 Control the construction of buildings.
 Control space about dwellings.
 Control the height of buildings.
 Prohibit erection of temporary buildings.
 Ensure adequate provision for fire escape.
It comprehensively covers aspects that ensure safety of construction and operational premises
within the County jurisdiction. The proponent of the project shall abide by the provisions of the
Public Health Act in the course of implementation and occupational phases of the proposed
developments.

5.11Physical Planning Act, 1996 (Cap 286)
Provides a framework for orderly, health, and harmonious development. It essentially guides
the developer on what should be constructed, where, the space to be constructed and the type of
buildings preferred.
In part (IV) the Act empowers local authorities-(no longer existent and their roles have been
taken over by County Governments under new constitution) to:-
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Prohibit or control the use and development of land and buildings in the interest of proper
and orderly development of the area. Under this provision, applications that do not
conform to zoning regulations can be disqualified.



To control and prohibit sub-division of land or existing plots into small areas.



To consider and approve all development applications and grant all development
permission.



Ensure the proper execution and implementation of approved physical development
plans.



To formulate by-laws to regulate zoning in respect of use and density of development.



To reserve and maintain all land planned for open spaces and urban forests.

In particular, however, Section 36 of the PPA provides that for such development as this that are
considered to have adverse effects on the environment, an Environmental Impact assessment is
needed to address all the negative impacts and propose mitigation measures during the project’s
implementation. The proponent has already endeavoured to abide by the provisions of this Act;
submitting all development proposals to the County Government of Garissa to seek development
permission before commencement of the works. Architectural drawings have been submitted in
respect and conformity to the planning standards of Garissa County.
5.1The Water Act, 2002
This is an Act of parliament that provides for the protection and preservations of water and
water resources. Part II section 18 of this Act provides for national monitoring and information
systems on water resources. Following on this, sub-section 3 allows the Water Resources
Management Authority to demand from any person or institution, specified information,
documents, samples or materials on water resources. Under these rules, specific records may
require to be kept by the owner of the project and the information thereof furnished to the
authority.
Section 73 of the Act of the Act allows a person with license (licensee) to supply water to make
regulations for purposes of protecting against degradation of water sources. Section 75 and subsection 1 allows the licensee to construct and maintain drains, sewers and other works for
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intercepting, treating or disposing of any foul water arising or flowing upon land for preventing
pollution of water sources within his/her jurisdiction.
5.13 Building Code (1968)
The building code provides building standards that befit human occupation and thus
complements the provisions of the Public Health Act.

Aspects covered include setting of

premises, conveniences, sitting and space in relation to infrastructure. The codes define users of
building material, height of wall fences and the type of access provisions to ensure that no plot is
rendered land locked. The types of soils and their load bearing capacities have also been defined.
The coral stone where the project falls is in the medium category that has stable properties and
medium load bearing capacities.
Section 194 requires that where a sewer exists, the occupants of the nearby premises shall apply
to the Local Authority for a permit to connect to the sewer and all the waste water must be
discharged to the sewers. The code provides a basis on which building projects could be
monitored to achieve the standards set. These codes are the basis on which the contractor to the
building shall be measured. The use of concrete, cement and other material must respect
provisions given in the building code. The proponent shall abide by the provisions of the Code
and all approvals will be sought before commencement of the work and regular monitoring will
follow to ensure compliance with set standards and conditions. Section 194 requires that where
sewer exists, the occupants of the nearby premises shall apply to the local authority for a permit
to connect to the sewer line and all the wastewater must be discharged into sewers.
5.14 The World Commission on Environment and Development–The Brundtland
Commission of (1987)
The Brundtland Commission addresses the environmental aspects of development. It has
emphasized on sustainable development that produces no lasting damage to the biosphere and
to particular ecosystems. In addition to environmental sustainability is the economic and social
sustainability. Economic sustainable development is development for which progress towards
environmental and social sustainability occurs within available financial resource. The
proponent is committed to adhere to the proposed EMP to ensure environmental enhancement
and this would periodically be monitored through the annual Environmental Audits.
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5.15 The Environment and Land Court Act, 2011
This is an Act of Parliament formulated to give effect to Article 162(2) (b) of the Constitution; to
establish a superior court to hear and determine disputes relating to the environment and the
use and occupation of, and title to, land, and to make provision for its jurisdiction functions and
powers, and for connected purposes. In this regard, those affected by various development
ventures that are considered harmful to the environment have structures in place to seek justice
and in so doing, the environment will be safeguarded at all times.
5.16 Factories and Other Places of Work Act (Cap 514)
This Act provides for the health, safety and welfare of persons employed in factories and other
places of work. The provisions require that all practicable measures be taken to protect persons
in places of work from dust, fumes or impurities originating from any process within the
workplace. The provisions of the Act are also relevant to the management of hazardous and nonhazardous wastes, which may arise at a project site. The Act provides for all necessary safety
precautions to ensure the health and safety of workers. In this regard, the proponent will appoint
a reputable contractor who will be responsible in enforcing the requirements during
construction and subsequent repairs and maintenance after project completion.
This Act covers provision for health, safety and welfare of premises where people are employed.
These aspects are outlined here under:Health
Under health, there should be provision of suitable protective clothing and appliances including
where necessary, suitable gloves, footwear, goggles, gas masks, and head covering, and
maintained for the use of workers in any process involving exposure to wet or to any injurious or
offensive substances.
The workplace should be clean with functional drains and sanitary units. It prohibits
accumulation of wastes within working rooms, passages or stair cases. Maintenance of ground
cleanliness is extended to the wall premises. The building should be painted at least once every
five years.
Safety
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To promote safety, the Act prohibits overcrowding. The height of the building {head room}
should be adequate, properly lighted and ventilated. Areas where machines and rollers are used
should be fenced off. Areas posing danger or risks within the building should be clearly labeled,
for example, use of ceramics on the floor should indicate danger and warning to the users. A
warning sign in red should be displayed to alert users of imminent danger.
Special precaution against gassing is laid down for work in confined spaces where persons are
liable to be overcome by dangerous fumes. Air receivers and fittings must be of sound
construction and properly maintained.
Welfare
Section 55 provides for the development and maintenance of an effective programme of
collection, compilation and analysis of occupational safety. This will ensure that health statistics,
which shall cover injuries and illnesses including disabling during working hours, are adhered to.
5.17 Work Injury Benefits Act, 2007
This provides for compensation to employees for work related injuries and diseases contracted
in the course of employment. The proponent must comply with the provisions of this legislation
with regard to the above Act at the proposed premises.
5.18 World Bank Safeguard Policies
The World Bank lays critical emphasis on environmental protection and management in all
project activities. The WB Environmental and Social safeguard policies are the cornerstone of its
support for sustainable development and poverty reduction. They are modelled to protect people
and their environment from harm in the development process, inform decision making and
reduce risk so as to realize positive and sustainable development.
Environmental Impact Assessment Policy (OP/BP) 4.01: The nature, scale and location of this
project is envisioned to generate impacts to the environment, both positive and negative. In
compliance to this policy therefore, this project has been subjected to Environmental and Social
Impact Assessment in order to identify, project and evaluate all these impacts and provide
mitigation measures for negative impacts identified by way of and environmental and Social
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Impact Management plan (ESMP). This is to ensure that positive impacts of any project are
promoted but any possible negative impacts are effectively mitigated and or avoided so that
people and the environment do not suffer in the project execution process.
The World Bank Physical Resources (OP/BP 4.11) Policy: The objective of this policy is to
avoid or mitigate adverse impacts of development projects on physical cultural resources.
“Physical cultural resources” may be defined as movable or immovable objects, sites, structures,
groups of structures, natural features and landscapes that have archaeological, paleontological,
historical, architectural, religious, aesthetic, or other cultural significance. Physical cultural
resources may be located in urban or rural settings, and may be above ground, underground, or
underwater. The cultural interest may be at the local, provincial or national level. This policy
applies to all projects requiring a Category A or B Environmental Assessment under OP 4.01. The
project site has no known physical cultural resources and as such no impact is expected during
the construction or operation phase of the proposed Law Courts in Garissa.
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CHAPTER 6: STAKEHOLDERS PARTICIPATION & ENGAGEMENT
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the process of public consultation and public participation in the
development process. It is a constitutional provision that people be engaged in a process that is
likely to affect them. The process followed by the experts therefore had identification and
involvement of all the persons required. Views from the general public, and resource persons
who would be affected or interested in the proposed project (otherwise referred to as
stakeholders) were sought through interviews and public meetings as stipulated in the
Environment Management and Coordination Act, 1999. (Amendment (2015).
6.2 Objectives of the consultation and public participation
The objective of the consultation and public participation was to:
i. Disseminate and inform the stakeholders about the project with special reference to its
key components, location and likely environmental impacts.
ii. Gather comments, suggestions and concerns of the interested and affected parties.
iii. Incorporate the information collected in the EIA report.
iv. The establishment of a communication channel between the general public and the team
of consultants, the project proponents and the Government.
v. The concerns of the stakeholders are known to the decision-making bodies at an early
phase of project development.
6.3 Methodology used in the CPP
Public Participation Process (CPP) is a policy requirement by the Government of Kenya. It is a
mandatory procedure as stipulated by EMCA 1999 section 58, on Environmental Impact
Assessment for the purpose of achieving the fundamental principles of sustainable development.
To achieve this, an environmental and social assessment exercise was conducted. The exercise
was conducted by a team of experienced registered environmental experts in two ways: Key
informant interviews, FGDs and administration of questionnaires to general public and property
owners within the project area.
Stakeholder range;
Based on the criteria identified, persons identified included those likely to be affected by the
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project. These included the court staff at the lower court. Operators of consultancy tied to courts.
Others included business persons, cultural institutions, religious groups and residential quarters
in the neighborhood of the project. The predeterminations for administration were evaluated
based on distances from the project and impact intensity. This was guided by pre-determinism of
impact on the prism.
Issues Raised
This sub-section covers the views and opinions of the key stake holders (Resource persons and
general public and property owners within the project area). It highlights both positive and
negative socio-economic and environmental impacts anticipated during the construction and
operational phases of the project. This is followed by suggested mitigation measures that the
developer should incorporate to minimize environmental degradation and promote sustainable
development. This section ends by highlighting the opinions and expectations of the
stakeholders.
Table 6: Summary of Issues Raised by the Respondents during the Public Participation

Process

POSITIVE IMPACTS
Impact
Respondents Opinions/Suggestions
Creation
of That local people should be given first priority when opportunities occur. The
Employment
local community was optimistic that the construction of the proposed court
opportunities
will open up new fields of employment. Despite the fact that most of the
project will need skilled labour force, local people expressed hope that they
will be able to access employment once the project commences mostly as
casual workers.
However, they wanted assurance that the locals will be given first priority
for employment once the construction of the project begins. This will be a
source of income for several individuals and households and hence is
expected to improve the living standards of the local people.
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Optimization of Some of the consulted people acknowledge the fact that this is an idle land
land use
being put to a productive use whereby the owner will directly benefit while
the government (KRA & County Council) and the neighbours in one way or
another will benefit.
Contribution to Through the use of locally available materials during the construction phase
the growth of
of the proposed Residential block such as cement, concrete and ceramic tiles,
the
local
timber, sand, ballast electrical cables etc, the project will contribute towards
economy
growth of the economy by contributing to the gross domestic product. The
consumption of these materials, fuel, oil and others will attract taxes
including VAT which will be payable to the government hence increasing
government revenue while the cost of these raw materials will be payable
directly to the producers.
Increased
development

That the project shall increase built up features of the town. Cumulatively this
increases the built up area.

NEGATIVE IMPACTS
Impact

Respondents Concerns/ Suggestions

Generation
of Some of the consulted people were concerned on the unsightly scenarios
Wastes
(solid
associated with construction sites due to the presence of wastes scattered all
and Liquid)
over e.g. empty cement bags, rejected metals, wrappings (plastic bags), glass
among others. These wastes cumulatively lead to a filthy situation which
people would not like to see and pollute the environment. Suggestions were
made to the proponent to manage all the waste resulting from the project in
an environmentally accepted manner.
Noise Pollution

The residents expressed fear over noise pollution that would come from the
construction works and the vehicles delivering materials on site. Suggestions
were made to the proponent to keep noise within bearable limits.

Vibrations

The residents expressed discomfort over the likelihood of generation of
vibration when constructing especially during foundation works. Suggestions
were made that the proponent undertakes the work professionally between
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8pm-5pm and protect the neighbours from the effects of excess vibrations.

Dust Emissions

The people expressed concern over possibility of generation of large amount
of dust and fumes within the project site and surrounding areas as a result of
excavation works and transportation of construction materials. The
proponent was requested to keep dust levels within the required limits and
be mindful of the neighbourhood.

Increase
Population

in As a result of the project taking place, population increase will be
experienced in the area. This will be as a result of people coming from
different places to look for jobs at the site and also to look for houses to
reside in. The neighbours urged the proponent to hire individuals and admit
tenants with no crime record/ in procession of a valid

certificate of good

conduct
ISSUES RAISED BY KEY INFORMANTS CONSULTED
Issue(s) Raised

Recommendation

Waste Disposal It was noted that most developments of this scale usually lack an efficient
methods

waste collection and disposal mechanism. The proponent was encouraged to
maintain high standards of hygiene within and around the premises. All
septic tanks have to be checked regularly and well maintained with no
reckless disposal of all liquid wastes generated by the resident households

Safety Measures

That the developer should consider safety measures during the construction
period and operation like: First aid box should be present during
construction in case of accidents, use of personal protective clothing during
construction amongst others.
The safety of young children was also raised especially as more heavy
commercial vehicles will be delivering materials to the site thus the
proponent was advised to inform the drivers to be rather very careful.

Accessibility

Accessibility to the project area was also raised as an issue in terms of the
destruction of the road by trucks and other heavy commercial vehicles
supplying materials to the site. It was suggested that developer should liaise
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with the other developers in the area to maintain the road leading to the site
during and after the completion of the construction works.
Conformity
to The skyline may be permanently alter may define the new profile foe the site
Neighbourhood
hitherto with no buildings
character
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CHAPTER 7: POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION
MEASURES
7.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the potential negative impacts associated with the execution of this
development project. The impacts will be related to activities to be carried out during
construction of the project. The operational phase impacts of the project will be associated with
the activities carried out by the residents/tenants, which will mainly be domestic. In addition,
closure and decommissioning phase impacts of the project are also highlighted. The impacts of
the project during its life cycle phases (construction, operation and decommissioning) can be
categorized into: impacts on Ecological System, Human Health and safety, Infrastructure and
Social Amenities, Standard of Living.
7.2 Potential Impacts
This is based on evaluation of the nature and magnitude of the activity being undertaken, as well
as the type of environmental control measures that are envisaged as part of the project proposal.
Since the proposed project involves construction works, all anticipated potential impacts
experienced on the project area, within neighbourhood and multiplier effects on wider scale are
identified and assessed based on the type and scale of the various activities associated with this
project. Several aspects and potential impacts were identified for each phase (Project Location,
Construction and Operation) of the development, with impacts evaluated in terms of their nature,
occurrence, possibility and severity potential.
Several impacts are likely as a result of the construction (including pre-construction), and
operation of the project. Such impacts may be direct, indirect or ultimate for the purposes of this
EIA. These potential impacts (whether direct, indirect or ultimate), are assessed based on their
timeframe (short-term or long-term) and effect (positive or negative). Impacts are also classified
in three groups: impacts due to project location, impacts as a result of project construction and
impacts as a result of project operation.
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All the potentially significant environmental impacts from the project are grouped below:
Air Environment
_ impacts on flora and Fauna
_ Impact on ambient air quality
Socio-Economic Impacts
Noise Environment
_ Impacts on other infrastructure
_ Impact on ambient noise
_ Impacts on employment
Water Environment
_ Impacts on public health and safety
_ Impacts on surface and ground water quality
_ Impacts on cultural resources
Land Environment
_ Impacts on aesthetics
_ Impacts on land use
_ Impacts on soil fertility
Ecological Impacts
_ Impacts on trees/vegetation
Table 7: Environmental Impacts, whether direct, indirect and or ultimate

DIRECT

Air quality
Emissions

Water Borne
Effluents

Solid
Wastes/
Residuals

INDIRECT

ULTIMATE

Infrastructure
Water supply
Transportation/Traffic
Electrical power
Telecommunications
Public Health
Safety

SYSTEM

HUMAN HEALTH
&
SAFETY
Human
Demographics
Migration
Exposure

UTILITIES & SOCIAL

Noise
Disturbance/
Vibrations

Land Use
Changes

ECOLOGICAL

AMENITIES
Social
Employment
Community life
Recreation
Cultural heritage
Aesthetics
Other services
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STANDARD OF
LIVING

The table below gives the overview of the potential impacts due to project location,
construction and operation.
Table 6.1- 1 Overview of the potential impacts during Construction and Operation
NO.

A

IMPACTS

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

Short
Term

Short
Term

Long
Term

Project Setting
1

Displacement of People

2
3
4

Change of land use
Loss of trees/vegetation
Shifting of utilities

5

Impact on archaeological
property
Construction Phase

1

Pressure
on
local
infrastructure
Impact on water quality

B

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Impact on air quality
(including dust generation)
Noise pollution
Increased Traffic
Staking and disposal of
construction material
Public health and safety
Social impact
Operational Phase
Change in ambient air
quality
Increase in noise levels
Water
harvesting
and
recharge
Disposal of solid waste
Induced
infrastructure
development
Quality of life
Increment in green cover
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Long
Term

NO
IMPACT

Decommissioning Phase
1
Loss of residence
2
Loss on income
3
Accumulation of debris and
other solid wastes
4
Alteration of skyline
5
Noise and Air pollution
6
Accumulation of hazardous
wastes and materials (if
any)
7.3 Mitigation Measures for Negative Impacts
Impacts Due To Project Location
The development will have both socio-economic and environmental implications as discussed in
the sub-sections below.
vi. Change of Land Use
This is a long term undertaking where the developer otherwise referred to as the proponent in
this report, already notified the department of physical planning and the county of intent to
develop a high court.

Mitigation of Measures for Change of Land Use
o The applications have already been approved by the county government of Kajiado
o Comply with regulatory and legal requirements/ though the area does not have an
advisory plan the proponent should Ensure compliance with convectional planning policy
vii. Loss of Vegetation
Considering the scale of the project and commonly found flora and fauna within the project
influence area, no significant adverse effects are envisaged on the ecology of the area.
Mitigation Measures for loss of Vegetation Cover
o Introduction of vegetation (trees, and grass) on open spaces and their maintenance
o Design and implement an appropriate landscaping programme to help in revegetating
part of the project area after construction
viii.

Shifting of Utilities
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There will not be any shifting of existing utilities lines such as water supply pipelines, sewers and
electrical lines due to the proposed project.
ix. Impact on Archaeological Property
Within the project influence area there are no significant archaeological properties, hence no
impact in this area is anticipated.
Impacts due to project construction
Project constructions typically change the natural environment, creating negative impacts in
most cases. However, these are short-term impacts have been found to be of low magnitude,
which are easily managed.
x. Pressure on Infrastructure
During the construction stage, demand for basic amenities such as water and electricity may put
pressure on the existing infrastructure. Considering the nature of the project, the impact shall be
short term and low in magnitude and are limited to the construction phase only.
Mitigation Measures for Strain on Infrastructure
Once the development is complete, the developer is advised to work in conjunction with other
developers in the project area to upgrade Utilities and amenities within the project area to
ensure they are commensurate with existing developments.
xi. Disturbance and Contamination of Soil
If not properly disposed of, the spillage of oil from the machinery, cement residue from concrete
mixer plants, sewage and solid wastes, might contaminate the soil.
Mitigation Measures for Disturbance and Contamination of Soil
o During the re-vegetation period, appropriate surface water runoff controls will be taken
to prevent surface erosion;
o Monitoring and inspection of the area for indications of erosion will be conducted and
appropriate measures taken to correct any occurrences;
o Fencing and signs restricting access will be posted to minimize disturbance to newlyvegetated areas;
o Carry out soil tests foe contaminants & if need be scoop out any contaminated soils and
replace with uncontaminated soil from another source Comprehensive Landscaping
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i. Ground Water Quality Degradation
No impact is expected on potable water, since this will be directly supplied and stored on site.
Surface water however, may be impacted as follows:
- Chemical contamination from construction materials such as cement, paint and mechanical
fluids
- Increased siltation caused by surface runoff (as a result of the removal of vegetation and the
placement of raw materials e.g. sand)

Mitigation Measures for Ground Water Quality Degradation
During the construction phase, run-off from the site will not be allowed to stand (water logging),
or enter directly into trenches. In order to reduce runoff contamination to ground water,
sediment and grease traps will be used to intercept run-off from drainage areas.
ii. Impact on Air Quality
Potential impact on the air quality during the construction stage will be due to the fugitive dust
and the exhaust gases generated in and around the construction site. But it should be noted that
the baseline reveal that on windy days, nuisance level fugitive dusting occurs. Dust is a major
component of air pollution, generated mainly from the following construction activities:
- Site clearance and use of heavy vehicles and machinery/equipment etc at construction site
- Procurement and transport of construction materials, such as sand and cement to the
construction site
- Excavated materials (soil) stockpiled

Mitigation Measures for Air Pollution
o To minimize the occupational health hazard, proper personal protective gears i.e. dust
masks shall be provided to the workers who are engaged in dust generation activity
o All the loose material, either stacked or transported, shall be kept on site for the shortest
possible time and provided with suitable covering, such as tarpaulin
o Water sprinkling shall be done at the location where dust generation is anticipated
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To control vehicular emissions, a system shall be put in place constituting the following
guidelines:
o All Contractors and Sub-contractors with diesel powered construction equipment with
engine horsepower (HP) ratings of 60 HP and above, that are on the project for a period in
excess of 30 consecutive calendar days, shall be retrofitted with emission control devices
and/or use clean fuels to reduce diesel emissions
o In addition, all motor vehicles and/or construction equipment shall comply with all
pertinent National regulations relative to exhaust emission controls and safety
o The reduction of emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides
(NO2), and particulate matter (PM10) will be accomplished by installing Retrofit Emission
Control Devices or by using less polluting clean fuels.
iii. Noise Pollution
Noise is perceived as one of the most undesirable consequences of construction activity.
Though the level of discomfort caused by noise is subjective, the most commonly reported
impacts of increased noise levels are interference in oral communication, and disturbance in
sleep. Due to the various construction activities, there will be short-term noise impacts in the
immediate vicinity of the project corridor, which may exceed acceptable limits and reach
nuisance levels for residents. These include:
- Concreting and mixing
- Excavation for foundations with driller (if used)
- Construction plant and heavy vehicle movement (e.g. cranes)
Since the project site is surrounded by residential properties, some impacts are envisaged in the
project area. But, the noise levels are not expected to exceed occupational limits; therefore no
adverse effects on employees should result. Nonetheless, noise control procedures will be
introduced when necessary.

Mitigation Measures for noise Pollution
o During the construction stage, expected noise levels shall be above of 55dBA, which will
decrease inversely with the increase in distance.
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o Silencers and mufflers should be affixed to the exhaust systems of all mechanical equipment
being used on the project site.
o Any activity that is deemed noisy and maybe a nuisance shall be scheduled at times least
likely to affect those within hearing distance.
o Isolation of the source and sensitive receptors during the construction phase will be
undertaken to minimize the impacts of noise and vibration.
o To prevent any occupational hazard, earmuff/ earplug shall be provided to the workers
working around or operating plant and machinery emitting high noise levels
iv. Increased Traffic
The proposed site is located in a residential area, off a major road and as such will see traffic
volumes highest in the morning when residents are on their way to work, and in the evenings on
their return. There is expected be a short-term negative impact on traffic, especially if
construction materials are being delivered during off-peak times. The transportation of
construction material from source to site will entail the use of slow moving heavy trucks, which
have the potential to contribute to traffic build-ups, especially if it is done during peak hours.

Mitigation Measures for Increased Traffic
o Enforce speed limits for vehicles especially along roads leading to the site
o Provide bill boards at the site/entrance to notify motorists about the development
o All vehicles delivering bulk materials to the site to avoid overloading and comply with
traffic rules
v. Stacking and Disposal of Construction Material
Construction activities will lead to the generation of solid waste in significant amounts, mainly in
the form of construction debris. If these waste streams are not properly managed, then the
potential exists for a negative environmental impact.

Mitigation Measures for Pile up of Construction Materials
o Through accurate estimation of the sizes and quantities of materials required, order
materials in the sizes and quantities they will be needed rather than cutting them to size, or
having large quantities of residual materials
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o Ensure that construction materials left over at the end of construction will be used in other
projects rather than being disposed off.
o Ensure that damaged or wasted construction materials including cabinets, doors, plumbing
and lighting fixtures, marbles and glass will be recovered for refurbishing and use in other
projects
o Donate recyclable/reusable or residual materials to local community groups, institutions
and individual local residents or homeowners Use of durable, long-lasting materials that
will not need to be replaced as often, thereby reducing the amount of construction waste
generated over time
o Provide facilities for proper handling and storage of construction materials to reduce the
o amount of waste caused by damage or exposure to the elements
vi. Public Health and Safety
The generation of solid waste, sewage, fugitive dust and gaseous emissions can impact on public
health and safety, if not properly managed.
Mitigation Measures to Instill Public Health and Safety
o Train staff/workers on occupational health and safety
o Provide full protective gear & workmen’s compensation cover in addition to the right
tools and operational instructions & manuals
o Adopt sound waste management system to ensure proper solid waste disposal and
collection facilities
o Adopt sound housekeeping practices
o Engage the services of qualified personnel and/or ensure training
o Ensure use of standard construction materials and to the specifications
o Avoid

undesirable,

substandard,

hazardous

or

unauthorized

materials

during

construction & maintenance
o Ensure machinery and equipment servicing and maintenance as per schedules & legal
requirements
o Post clear warning signs e.g. ‘No unauthorized use of machines
o Provide fully equipped First Aid kits & train staff on its use
o Ensure adherence with the legal requirements- Factories Act.
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o Sensitize residents on environmental management
o Ensure CCO certifies and issues occupation certificates
o Sensitize residents on environmental management

vii. Social Impacts
There will be a long-term, positive impact on the social landscape of the project area. Social
impacts could result from an influx of migrant workers and associated induced development.
This will ensure a rise in the consumption of consumer goods in the local area, which will further
affect the wider economy.

Mitigation to Curb Adverse Social Impacts
As far as possible, local labour within the project influence area will be utilized for construction
purposes.
Operational impacts
During the operation phase, there will be impacts on the air, water and land environment, as well
as on socio-economic aspects. The following sub-sections present the impacts due to the
operation of the proposed project
vii. Solid Waste
It is expected that certain quantum of solid waste, domestic in nature will also be generated
during the operation stage. For the collection of such waste, receptacles will be provided. Such
waste will be collected separately once a day, and disposed of in a suitable manner, as per the
directives of County authorities; hence no major impact is expected.

Mitigation Measures for Solid Waste
o
Adequate number of collection bins separate for biodegradable and non-biodegradable
waste shall be provided as per the NEMA guidelines.
o

Waste from such containers shall be collected separately on a daily basis

o

All the collection bins shall be properly maintained on regular bases

o

Arrangements will be made by management to ferry solid wastes generated from the
housing units to a CCO waste collection point near the project area.
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viii.

Air Environment

Pollution of the air environment may be caused by:
Vehicular emissions: Carbon Monoxide (CO) is the major pollutant emitted by motor vehicle
exhaust systems. This is highest when vehicles are poorly maintained, causing incomplete
combustion to take place. Other pollutants include; Dust, SO2, NOX, and HC.
Blanket control measures recommended in this context are; All earth roads will be maintained
properly to reduce fugitive dust and provide for the smooth movement of vehicles Informatory
sign shall be provided to encourage vehicle owners to maintain their vehicle and follow the
emission standards fixed by Government Authorities
Measures for Controlling Vehicular Emissions
To control the emissions from the movement of vehicular traffic, the following measures shall be
adopted:
o Proper maintenance of the internal roads
o Adequate greenbelt will be developed and maintained around the facility compound, and
along the earth road leading to the facility
o Adequate parking spaces to be provided

ix. Noise Environment
Noise pollution could emanate from mundane household activities from proposed dwelling units
as well as the movement of vehicles in and out of the compound. Based on communication with
residents of the area, their major issues of concern with respect to the development of the project
includes loud music from the proposed dwelling units that are anticipated to attract unmarried
or young families perceived to be ‘adventurous/wild’.

Mitigation Measures for Noise Pollution
There will be formulated and enforced tenant’s rules that uphold collective social responsibility
on good neighbourliness and social welfare.
x. Sewage
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The proposed septic tanks and soak pit will accommodate sewage from all units of the block.
Pollution to surface water may occur, if not properly managed.
Mitigation Measures for waste water pollution
o Conduct regular checks for pipe blockages or damages since such vices can lead to release of
the effluent into the land and ground water bodies
o Monitor effluent quality regularly to ensure that the stipulated discharge rules and
standards are not violated
xi. Traffic Environment
The location of the development has presented the residential block with one main road frontage.
The block will no doubt add traffic to these roads, though at a minimal level which will not create
conflicts or pile ups.
xii. Fire hazards and accidents:
Fire hazards might occur due to unexpected eventualities due to sudden failure of the system,
external threats, internal disturbances, earthquakes and accidents.
Mitigation Measures for Fire Hazards
o Installation of fire fighting facilities during operation phase
o Sensitizing tenants on fire safety
o Keeping well stocked first aid boxes and Creating awareness among the workers on
proper handling and use of tools and machinery
Fire protection systems will be installed as per the Building Acts of Kenya and will include the
following systems:
a) Fire Detection System
These include alarms and smoke detectors
b) Fire Suppression System
These will include fire extinguishers, fire hoses and sprinkler system
Positive Impacts
Several positive impacts can be identified as a result of the introduction of the facility in the area.
These include but are not limited to the following.
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Employment
It is envisaged that jobs will be created for community members during the construction phase,
as well as during operation. More than 20 persons will be employed to the facility. One of the
main positive impacts during project construction phase will be the availability of employment
opportunities especially to casual workers and several other specialized workers.
Employment opportunities are of benefit both economically and in a social sense. In the
economic sense it means abundant unskilled labour will be used in construction hence economic
production. Several workers including casual labourers, masons, carpenters, joiners, electricians
and plumbers are expected to work on the site. From the social realm, it will reduce idleness
among the youth who may otherwise turn to delinquent behavior in an attempt to earn their
daily bread.
Improving Growth of the Economy
Through the use of locally available materials during the construction phase of the project
including cement, structural steel, concrete and ceramic tiles, timber, sand, ballast electrical
cables etc, the project will add towards growth of the economy by contributing to the gross
domestic product. The consumption of these materials, fuel oil and others will attract taxes
including VAT which will be payable to the government hence increasing government revenue
while the cost of these raw materials will be payable directly to the producers.
Improved living standards
There are usually several opportunities that come up during the construction and
implementation periods of such projects. The increase in revenues for locals and influx of
immigrants into the project surroundings improves money circulation within the project area.
This in turn leads to the initiation of several businesses by entrepreneurs within and around the
project site to cater for the needs of the construction staff. This will promote the informal sector
in securing both permanent and temporary revenue and hence securing livelihoods.
Provision of market for supply of building materials
The project will require supply of large quantities of building materials many of which will be
sourced locally and regionally. This provides ready market for building material suppliers such
as quarrying companies, hardware shops and individuals with such materials.
Decommissioning Phase Impacts
This is an important phase in the project cycle and comes as the last to wind up the
operations/activities of a particular project. The main purpose of decommissioning is to
restore/rehabilitate the site to acceptable standards. Quality and standard housing projects of
this nature have a lifespan of between 30 to 50 years which is much dependent on the
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maintenance measures. This is long period of time and there may be many changes which may
not be foreseeable including the technological and legal aspects.
The decommissioning may also come earlier than the lifespan of the buildings again due to
various reasons like change in physical planning policy or the discovery/realization of a more
optimal use of the land. It is therefore recommended that an EIA be conducted when the time for
decommissioning comes so that all aspects will be looked at against the prevailing conditions and
requirements. Noteworthy is the fact that the rationale of the decommissioning process is mainly
to rehabilitate the project site to an acceptable standard and all efforts should be geared towards
making the site as close as possible to its original state before the project was implemented.
The decommissioning will in brief involve demolitions of the structures, removal of debris and
landscaping. The other social implications involve the laying off workers who may be employed
thus will lose their income, issues of safety and health, loss of residence for the tenants.
Due to these facts, it is highly recommended that an EIA be prepared when the time comes since
the later may come earlier or later due to the vagaries of weather, human behavior and policy
changes among other factors and quantification and accurate prediction of the likely potential
impacts is quite difficult.
Mitigation Measures for HIV/AIDs and other communicable Diseases


Provide adequate information on HIV and AIDs information on site



Engage workers on routine counseling and behavior change



Provide sex information to workers



Provide ample time to workers to bond with families



Provide condoms and dispenser at convenient places on site



Promote positive value and encourage the affected to seek treatment/management

Mitigation Measures for Decommissioning Phase impacts
Loss of residence for the tenants
All the tenants resident by the time decommissioning is to carried out will have to be given a
three months notice to relocate to alternative areas. This time is considered adequate for the
tenants to search alternatives residences and also relocate.
Accumulation of debris and other solid wastes
o There will be an elaborate waste management plan that will involve effective collection,
transportation and disposal of all wastes generated on site by contracting a qualified
person for the same.
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o All materials that can be re-used will be sorted, collected and stored
Noise and Air Pollution
o Most of the work will be done only during the day when most of the neighbours are out to
work and or to business.
o There will be use of well maintained and low noise machinery and equipment.
o All trucks carrying the wastes will be covered
o Watering of the site and dusty debris to be done
o The site will be enclosed using Iron sheets to prevent wastes from spilling over to
adjacent plots
Alteration of the development skyline
This is considered not a major impact by virtue of the fact by the time decommissioning is done,
the project will be obsolete. The site will therefore be re-developed to acceptable standards and
in line with the trends and standards of the time such that there will be no distortions to the
development skyline and character of the neighbourhood.
Hazardous materials on site
Any materials that may prove hazardous to people and the general environment will be carefully
sorted out, properly packed and transported to secure areas to ensure that risks associated with
such are totally eliminated.
Qualified individuals and or institutions will be contracted to do the identification,
collection, sorting and transportation of this materials from the site to specific areas allowed by
the National Environmental Management Authority for disposal of such materials. Moreover,
the disposal process should ensure that the materials are disposed of in such a form that it will
not pose a threat to the environment of the dumpsite and even to the local community.
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CHAPTER 8: ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN AND IMPLEMENTION
8.1 Preamble
This chapter outlines the various environmental impacts envisaged and provides mitigation
measures against each of the identified impacts. This measures will be used by the contractor
and the monitoring team to align to process to permissible standards and sustainability. Where
the law applies, mitigation shall be proposed to foster compliance with the low. Most significant
is the fact that it does provide a responsibility pact in matrix form where the different actors are
linked to the roles they will play in the implementation process. The EMP provides a logical
framework within which all the identified negative environmental impacts can be consistently
and effectively be mitigated and monitored.
However, it is worth noting that from the foregoing analysis, proposed project activities will have
some impacts on the biophysical environment, health and safety of workers on the project. Its
operations influence and impacts on judicial staff, members of the public and socio economic
well-being of the local residents around the site. Therefore, activities that generate impacts must
be identified and sufficiently mitigated.
To this effect therefore, an Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan (EMP) has been
structured to assist the proponent in mitigating and managing all possible negative
environmental impacts associated with the life cycle of the project. The EMP has been developed
to provide a basis for an Environmental Management System (EMS; ISO 14001 principles) for the
project. It is noteworthy that key factors and processes may change through the life of the project
and considerable provisions have been made for dynamism and flexibility of the EMP. As such,
the EMP will be subject to a regular regime of periodic review especially through continuous and
comprehensive environmental audits.
8.2 Objectives of the Environmental Management Plan
The main objective of the plan is to ensure that there is no compromise on the environmental
quality at any cost and at all levels and stages in the implementation of this particular project.
Specific objectives include but are not limited to:
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Ensuring environmental health and safety within the living environment and minimizing
environmental risk during the design, construction and operation phases.



Incorporating environmental principles into development planning, design, construction
and operation to enhance environmental conservation and protection as well as promote
sustained ecosystem well-being.



To provide mitigation measures against all identified and potential negative impacts
resulting from the activities of the proposed development



Creating, facilitating and supporting environmental awareness within the project site and
the neighbourhood to inculcate environmental philosophy, ethics and principles among
actors and concerned parties in order to achieve sustained environmental quality
management.



To assign duties to various actors in the management plan for purposes of enhancing
accountability in this project.



To provide a logical framework for environmental management and monitoring.



To provide a reference base for future environmental audits of the Garissa High Court.

8.3 The Environmental Management Plan
This plan provides for the identification of potential impacts, necessary actions, mitigation
measures and responsibilities pertaining to prevention, minimization and monitoring of
significant negative impacts and maximization of positive impacts associated with the
construction and operational phases of the housing project are outlined in the table below. In
general, the table outlines the potential safety, health and environmental impacts associated with
the project and detail all the necessary mitigation measures, as well as the individuals
responsible for their implementation and monitoring. The EMP will be used as a checklist in
future

environmental
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audit.

Table 8: Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan for the proposed Garissa High Court
Environmental
impact

Project
phase

4.01 impacts
Interruption of Constructio
offices adjacent n Phase
to site

Proposed Mitigation measures










Interruption of Constructio
traffic
along n&
Lamu road.
operational






Enclose the entire construction
site during the entire construction
period
Select
preferred
times
for
operations t
Use
of
well-maintained
excavators, trenching and loading/
offloading machines on site
Delivery of material to minimize
nuisance and conflict l may
require use of self-loading and
offloading machines that emit low
noise levels
Water the site to minimize on dust
emission
Manage construction activities to
reduce
nuisance
to
the
neighbourhood
Manage delivery and supply of
materials to be done only during
early morning, lunch hour and
other off-peak times
Transportation of construction
materials and excavated soil to be
carried out during off-peak hours
only.
Sensitization of truck drivers to
avoid
unnecessary
road
obstruction
Provision of ample parking on106

Actors

Contracto
r
Proponen
t
County
enforcem
ent
departme
nt

Proponen
t
Contracto
r

Monitorin
g
system

Time
Frame

Verifiable
Indicators

Noise
Levels
Dust
Vibrations

Entire
construction
period

Normal
operations of
adjacent
government
offices/curre
nt court
Reduced
nuisance

-

From
the Enough
start
of parking lots
construction Sign posts
works
to
completion

Cost
Estima
te
Kshs.

No
extra
Cost as
this is
part of
the
total
project
cost

No
extra
cost to
the
propon
ent


Destruction of
Constructio
soil
structure
n
and
ground
profile





site and plot frontage.
Sign posts to guide motorists to
and from the construction site
Use of well-maintained and
Contracto
appropriate machinery and tools
r
for site clearing and excavation
Proponen
works
t
Compacting of loose soil in
excavated areas



Heavy machinery and trucks must
be kept off-site in the Contractor’s
yard



Ensure that new landforms are
compatible with neighbourhood
development character
Ensure management of excavation
activities especially during rainy
conditions
Provide soil erosion control
structures to help in management
of
surface run-offs
during construction phase.
Installation of drainage structures
properly
Proper Landscaping of the site to
be done after completion of
construction works









Use of dug up loose soil for
backfilling



Proper planning of construction
activities such that demarcation
affects only designated sections
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Inspection
Observatio
n

Initial stages of
the
construction
phase

No
extra
costpart of
project
cost

Interference
Constructio
with the soil n
profile








Operation




Increased
Constructio
surface water n/
run-offs
Operation





Piling of loose
Constructio
soil and other
n
debris on site





Ensure management of excavation
activities especially during rainy
conditions
Provide soil erosion control
structures on the steep side during
construction phase.
Use of well-maintained machines
and equipment for this very
purpose
Installation of drainage structures
properly
Compact loose soils in excavated
areas
Proper Landscaping of the site to
be done after completion of
construction works
Ensure proper maintenance and
efficiency of erosion control
channels and measures besides
the landscaped lawns
Use of storm water drains

Contracto
r
Proponen
t
Landscap
e
Architect

Inspection

Contracto
r

Routine
maintenanc
e

-

-

-

-

Surface water
drains
No
extra
cost

-

-

Proponen
t
Provision of storm water trenches Proponen
t
and drains on site
All roof water and surface runoff contracto
water to be collected and stored in r
underground water reservoirs to
use
Proper and regular maintenance
of drainage systems
Enclose the site to prevent these
waste soils and other debris from Contracto
spilling over to neighbouring r
properties, the road reserve and
Proponen
storm water drainage channels
t
All dug up soil to be removed
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Landscaping
Existence
storm water
drains

No exta
cost

No
extra
cost

No
extra
cost

promptly and disposed of to
appropriate areas approved by the
Garrissa county Government and
NEMA

Fire risks



Re-use the soil in backfilling and
landscaping



Construction materials to be
supplied on demand and right
quantities for use in time



One 9kg Co2 fire extinguisher
shall be stationed at strategic
points all-round the premises



Water hydrants
installed.







should

be

Station
All the electrical connections shall
manager
be connected to one central
emergency stop switch; in
Contracto
addition, they shall be designed by
r
a registered engineer
Proponen
A lot of care must be taken while t
offloading of supplies and while Project
Engineer
undertaking day to day activities
All buildings on site to be made of
non-combustible material
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Routine
checks
verification

Hydrants,
Design and extinguishers
Adherence construction and
alarm
to design Phases
systems
standards
of
Operation
flammable
phase
and
combustibl
e materials

Part of
project
cost
thus no
extra
cost

Oil
spillage
from vehicles,
standby
generator e.t.c

Air
pollution Constructio
through exhaust n
fumes and dust
emissions



Oil
interceptors
will
be
constructed along the drainage
system to trap sediments and
grease/ oils in the premises.
Grease, oil spills and detergents
Property
could lead to contamination of
manager
surface water sources and soils.



Oil skimming should be done
frequently to prevent carry-over
of contaminants to the open storm
drains.



Installation of ‘Leak Detection
system’ in the pressurized
pipework to detect and close
down pumps in case of any
leakage.



Analysis of discharge from the
interceptor to be conducted one
every 6 months.



Heavy duty manhole covers
provided and in place at all times
unless skimming is in progress to
prevent fall of persons.



All trucks and any other mode
hauling soil sand and other loose
materials to and from the site
should be covered
All these trucks must maintain at
least two feet of free board to
prevent overflow of materials as
this is recipe for free fall thus property
manager
pollution.
The site should be enclosed with
Contactor
dust-proof net
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Contracto
r
Proponen
t
Engineer

Routine
checks

Every
months

6

Inspections
analysis

Constructio
n
&
operation
cycles

No oil spills
Interceptors
Grease traps

-Enclosed
construction
sites

Inspection/
observatio
n

To be
determi
ned by
the
contrac
tor

No
extra
On a daily -Workers to cost to
basis
have
dust be
masks
incurre
d
as
















Occupational
Constructio
safety
and n
and
health risks
operation
phases




Workers on site to have dust Proponen
t
masks
Vehicles and machines to be
switched of when not in use on
site as roaring engines blow up
dust and release exhaust fumes
If possible, use of electrically
operated machines to reduce
exhaust fumes
Control speed of construction
vehicles to reduce dust generation
Sprinkling of water on dry soils in
excavated areas, pavements and
staging areas on site to suppress
dust.
Regular
maintenance
of
construction plant and equipment
for enhanced efficiency
Use of clean fuels for machines
and equipment
Provide barriers such as walls and
netting around site boundaries to
provide some buffer against dust
emissions (where applicable).
Encourage other people to either
avoid and or minimize the coming
to this site during construction
works
All pipes leading to the Sewer
systems to have P-traps to prevent
fowl air from the decomposing
wastes coming back to the house.
All workers and visitors on site to
use mandatory protective gear
Unattended entry to the project
site to be restricted
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-covered
heavy
commercial
trucks

Regularly

Contracto

=

=Fire
extinguishers
=Warning
signs

this has
been
factore
d in the
total
project
cost













Grievance
redress and
Site
conflict
resolution









Interference

Constructio




Use of efficient and well
maintained machines to lift and
transfer materials
Removal
of
all
dangerous
materials that may pose a threat
such as metal bars, wires, glass
and broken equipment.
Availing of fully equipped first Aid
kitties
to
help
address
emergencies.
Installation
of
fire-fighting
equipment at strategic points
Warning signs to all users and
visitors be placed at appropriate
places
Emergency numbers to be given
to all Court users and or staff so as
there to be efficient response to
emergency situations.
Educate construction workers and
Court users and or staff on health
and safety risks and their
prevention
Create a clear chain of command
on site
Create systems to collect, solidify
and address complaints
Enlist services of labour office
Develop contractual agreements
with workers
Hold constant site meetings
Observe workers’ rights
Ensure prompt payment
Provide reward systems to
entrench loyalty

r
workers
Proponen
t
Visitors
to the site

contracto
r

Orientation of the premises in Contracto
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=Visible
emergency
numbers

Uring
construction

Frequent

During

No
extra
cost

No
extra
cost

No

with the privacy n, Operation
of
adjacent
developments






Increase in land
Use density

Constructio
n





operation

Noise pollution Constructio
and excessive n
vibrations







relation to adjacent developments r
to enhance privacy.
Project
Screening by use of a net during Architect
construction works
Maintaining only the right amount
of workers on site at any
particular time
plant vegetative cover around the
site to promote privacy once the
project is operational
Ensure this development blends
with the neighbourhood character
Comply with regulatory and legal
requirements
as
per
the
conditions of the Garissa County
Government and the Physical
Planning Act, 1996
Ensure that provision of services
such as water and electricity is
increased to cater for all Court
users and or staff.
Maintenance
of
landscaped
gardens,
conservation
and
management of vegetation and
gardens on and around the site
Comply with the maximum
permissible noise levels for
construction sites as provided for
in the second schedule of the
Environmental and coordination
(Noise and excessive vibration
pollution) control regulations of
2009.
Use of well-maintained and
serviced machines and equipment
for this very purpose
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inspection

construction

Proponen
t
Contracto
r

Inspection

construction
and
completion
of
the
structure

Proponen
t

Inspection

Weekly

Contracto
r
Proponen
t

Inspection/
observatio
n

Random

complaints
from
neighbours

Change
user

No
extra
cost to
the
propon
ent

of
130,00
0

The
development
to
be
in
harmony
with adjacent
development
The number
of
planted No
trees on site
extra
cost
=

No
extra
cost






Operation





Pollution
of Constructio
underground
n
water resources









Ensuring that all construction
activities to be restricted to
daytime(008-1700hrs)
Workers in the vicinity of highlevel Noise to wear safety &
protective gear.
Install portable barriers to shield
compressors and other small
stationary equipment.
Location of all stationary noise
sources from high sensitive
primary receptors as far as
possible such as the adjoining
Garissa High Courts
No reckless hooting on site
Control events, points or sources
of noise
Awareness creation for all visitors
to the site not to generate
unnecessary noise
All liquid wastes generated on site
to be channelled to reinforced
Tank constructed on site for this
very purpose
All pipes directing waste water to
the tanks to have oil/grease
interceptors
Ensure proper maintenance of
machines and equipment to avoid
leaks
Maintenance
of
construction
vehicles should be carried out in
the contractors yard and not
within the site
Use approved, strong & durable
materials
for
waste
water
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Proponen
t/propert
y
manager

Inspection/
observatio
n

Daily

Contracto
r
Proponen
t

Inspection

Daily

Meets EMCA
(Noise
and
Excessive
Vibrations
regulations
2008).
No
water
clogged
on
site
No
oil
spillage
on
site

No
extra
cost

No
extra
cost



Increased
Water demand

Operation



Constructio
n








Operation







Loss of Habitat constructio
and
n
Biodiversity



drainage system connections
No waste waters from the site will
drained into the environment at
all
Ensure sound working of oil Contracto
r
interceptors along the drains

Inspection

Daily

Construct water reservoirs and Contracto
rainwater harvesting systems for r
conservation
Use of tanker water for
construction works
Management of water usage for
construction and re-use in
lawns/gardens.
Avoid unnecessary water wastage
Recycling of water where possible
Install water conserving taps that
turn off automatically when water
is not being used.

Inspection/
observatio
n

Random

Property
managers
Visitors
proponen
t

Inspection/
observatio
n

Random

Removal of only necessary Landscap
vegetation where construction e
architect
works will be carried out

Inspection/
observatio
n

Make use of roof catchments to
provide water i.e. for general
purpose cleaning and watering of
gardens
Install water conserving taps that
turn off automatically when water
is not being used.
Quick fixing of leaking taps and
pipes to avoid wastage of water
Never leave running taps on after
use
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Oil
interceptors
along drains.
Water
reservoirs
Well
fitted
water
conservancy
taps

Water
conservation
taps
Stored
water

Random

No
extra
cost
No
extra
cost

No
extra
cost

rain

Terrace
gardens
No
Natural grass extra





Increased Solid Constructio
Waste
n
generation
and
operation












Proper demarcation of the project
site to establish only the area that
will
be
affected
by
the
construction works to avoid
spilling over to the rest of the plot
Landscaping of the site after
construction by planting grass
,flowers and other forms of
Vegetation in all open spaces

Contracto
r
Proponen
t

Ensure that all the solid waste
management during construction
and operational phases of the
project do comply with the
Environmental Management and
Coordination(Waste management
) regulations of 2006
Use of construction materials that
need minimal packaging to reduce
packaging wastes on site
Ensure a continuous review of
waste management procedures
with changing technology and
regulatory changes.
Incorporate suitable facilities for
collection, segregation and safe
disposal of solid wastes.
Provide bins for solid waste
disposal in every household
Dustbin
cubicles
must
be
protected from stray animals and
rain
Bins should be regularly cleaned
and disinfected
All solid waste to be collected
regularly and promptly and safely
transported by a private company

Contracto
r and
Proponen
t
Garissa
County
Govt
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lawns
trees

Observatio
n

Daily

and cost

Litter
free 10,000
environment
Litter bins



HIV and AIDS Operational
plus
stage
communicable
diseases.








Women
and At

gender
constructio
imbalance
n
and
operational 
phase



Labour
movement and



contracted for this purpose to an
appropriate
dumping
site
approved
by
the
County
Government of Garissa
Transportation of the wastes
should be in such a way that there
will be no reckless dumping and
or littering on the road
Promote and create awareness
through
sensitization
and
behavior change
Encourage and promote good
working condition to allow
workers time to bond with
families
Discourage discrimination and
encourage a policy of tolerance
and positive values. This will
encourage use of ARVS
and
responsible behavior
Testing and counseling should be
encouraged and used by the
contractor and be factored in the
contractual agreement
Enlist constitutional provision and
reserve specific ratio to men and
women at work place
Sensitize supervisors and site
managers on inclusivity
Adopt gender management policy
or
programs
to
enhance
confidence
and
avert
discrimination
Create advance positions and
grant them to women or reserve
for women
Encourage employment of most
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Contracto
r,
judiciary
and site
superviso
rs

This can be
tied to a
routine
supervisor
y programs

This can be
ascertained
by number of
counseling
procedures,
testing, and
displays on
site to show
awareness
campaigns

The
overall
cost
can be
pegged
on
progra
m to be
used

The
cost is
within
the
project
limits

Contracto
r

Routine
checks

Number
of A factor
persons from within

influx.





Increased liquid Mostly
waste
during
Generation
Operation








workers from the town/ County.
Identify local skills that can be
utilized on site
Undertake advertisement within
the county over a specified period
to enlist qualified persons from
within
Encourage on job training for
skills that are not high or special
Develop an onsite training
program to tap un trained local
talents
Ensure that all liquid waste
generated on site is channelled to
the
Sewer
systems
and
complementary soak pit on site.
All channels leading from the
parking bay to have grease and oil
filters and interceptors
Construction works to be done to
standard to avoid incidences of
spillages and linkages.
Sludge to be removed regularly by
a private exhauster contracted for
the same.
Proper maintenance of the waste
water drainage systems

Judiciary

Number
of
inductees
Persons
under
supervision
on
non
skilled jobs
Contracto
r
Proponen
t

DECOMMISSIONING IMPACTS
Expected
Negative Recommended Mitigation Measures
Impacts
 Ensure that all the solid waste management mechanisms
during construction and operational phases of the project
A
do comply to the Environmental Management and
C
Accumulation of
Coordination (Waste management) regulations of 2006
solid wastes and  All wastes will be collected and carefully transported to
other debris on site
approved disposal sites
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the
county the
enlisted on budget
the project.

Randomly
‘’

Actors
Proponent
Demolition
contractor

Time
frame
Throughout

Functional
Sewer
No
systems and extra
soak pits
cost

Indicators

Cost

No piling of
wastes on 40,000
site









Water pollution






Air pollution







Wastes generated as a result of facility decommissioning
activities will be characterized in compliance with
standard waste management procedures.
Disposal locations will be selected by the contractor based
on the properties of the particular waste stream and in
compliance to NEMA regulations on waste disposal
besides the areas set aside by the County Government of
Garissa for this very purpose only.
All buildings, machinery, equipment, structures and tools
that will not be used for other purposes should be
removed and recycled/ reused say in other projects
Where recycling/reuse of the machinery, equipment,
implements, structures, tools and other waste is not
possible, the materials should be disposed to approved
dumpsites.
All trucks ferrying wastes from site to be covered using
canvas
All these trucks to have 2 feet off-board of wastes to
prevent some of the wastes falling off
Elaborate procedures for finding contaminated material Contractor
proponent
during demolitions will be established
Covering and proper dumping of excavated materials
Appropriate handling and storage of contaminated
material if found.
Ground contamination and storm water contamination
will be limited on site by proper handling and storage of
materials and equipment.
Contractor
The site should be enclosed by dust proof net
Watering of the site and dusty materials to suppress the proponent
dust generated
3 months’ notice to be given to neighbours notifying them
of the intended demolition works
All trucks hauling the debris to be fully covered
Demolition works to be done only during the day between
8am-5pm
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All through

=

No
extra
cost

=

=

Noise Pollution





Vibrations




Loss of vegetation
and soil degradation









P
Physical
Health hazards






Use of low noise, efficient and well maintained machinery
for the demolition works
Enclosing the site to help contain the dust
Demolition works to be carried out during the day
between 8am-5pm
Use of well-maintained and serviced machinery for the
demolition works
Systematic excavations with proper care to avoid
unnecessary vibrations
Implement an appropriate re-vegetation programme to
restore the site to its original status
During the re-vegetation period, appropriate surface
water runoff controls will be taken to prevent surface
erosion;
Monitoring and inspection of the area for indications of
erosion will be conducted and appropriate measures
taken to correct any occurrences;
Fencing and signs restricting access will be posted to
minimize disturbance to newly-vegetated areas;
Carry out soil tests for contaminants & if need be, scoop
out any contaminated soils and replace with
uncontaminated soil from another source
Comprehensive Landscaping: Planting of grass, shrubs and
other kinds of vegetation on site to restore it to its original
status
Rehabilitation of the site to be done in such a manner as to
conform to the general site conditions without distorting
the character of the wider plot.
Unattended entry to the project site during this phase to
be highly restricted.
All workers and visitors on site to use mandatory
protective gear
Ensure that safety measures have been effectively
integrated and positioned in respective areas of the
project to control and manage fire outbreaks
Hazardous areas shall be suitably protected say using
strong rails to avoid occurrence of incidences
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Contractor
proponent

=

=

=

Contractor
proponent

During
excavations

=

=

=

10,000

=

To be
determi
ned by
the
contrac
tor

Contractor
proponent

=

=Workers
=Visitors
=Contractor
=Proponent

=



The safety of the workers should surpass as a priority of
all other objectives in the decommissioning project



Soil
Pollution

Carry out extensive soil tests to identify any soil
contaminants and radioactive substances
 Contracting of qualified personnel/experts to carry out
the soil tests
 Elaborate soil treatment and restoration in case of
contamination
Loss of income and  An elaborate Environmental Impact Assessment will be
residence
carried out by a registered ESIA expert for the
decommissioning phase activities
 A three months’ notice to be issued to all individuals who
will still be Court users and or staff by the time of
decommissioning to look for alternative areas of residence
 Adapt a project – completion policy: identifying key issues
to be considered.
 Assist with re-employment and job seeking of the involved
workforce.
 Compensate and suitably help all those affected by the
decommissioning of the project.
 Offer advice and counselling on issues such as financial
matters.

Proponent
Engineer

Contractor
proponent

30,000

=

=

=

Grievance Redress mechanism
Construction site must provide a structure to address and manage grievances. This should be a departure from the conventional
practices that is insensitive to worker’s plights. Redress systems ensure that workers on site are fully catered for. grievances on
site may include:
Type

of Effected

Persons

Grievance

persons

responsible

Unsafe

Manual

Foremen

Preferred management/redress

Timeframe

and -The site should have a public relations manager An appointment be made
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working

workers,

contractor

and either based on site or regular visitor

prior to commencement of

conditions ( masons,

judicial

staff -Complaint template be provided

work

lack

(monitoring

-A suggestion box concealed and protected be put

project

on site

of carpenters,

gumboots

gate keepers

helmets,

implementation) -Constant weekly meeting with all staff

torn aprons,

- provide structure for sanctions

etc)

-Reprimand and sack for those who cannot
reform

Low

Casual workers, Contractor and -All worker be given contracts stipulating pay

Be

payments

skilled workers judiciary project Contract terms be clearly outlined

commencement

and benefits

in middle level- management

-reference

steel

renumeration

fixers, team

formwork

-

carpenter

to

labor

laws

on

pay

granted

prior

to

of

the

and project

Medical cover and emergence relief be
granted

-

Evaluation of workers needs by project
owner to factor in labour issues in the
project plan

Workloads
and

Stone

and Supervisors,

site material

assignment

off foremen,

loading/loading contractor
groups,

stone

carriers

site

-

A clear work schedule for each employee

Monitoring

on

-

Time management on tasks

undertaking

must

-

Allocate duties in accordance to skills and continuous

this
be

capability
Prepare working schedules

supervisors,

in
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advance

prior

to

commencement of works
Coercion,

Casual workers, Site

threats and Metal
intimidation

managers,

fixers, supervisors

-

Induct site supervisors

-

Underline provisions of labour laws and constantly

wood work and

regulations

concrete mixer

-

Provide clear working schedules

workers

-

Provide time to express grievances

-

Accord different platforms to all workers
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-Review

progress

-Manage labour relations

CONCLUSION
This ESIA project report has been prepared and submitted with strict adherence to the provisions
of EMCA (1999) amendment (2015) and Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit)
Regulations (2003). It provides a comprehensive account of all potential socio-economic and
environmental impacts likely to be caused by the execution of the proposed Garissa High Court. It
has further given an analysis of these impacts together with mitigation measures to cushion the
environment against potential negative impacts as provided for in the Environmental
Management Plan.
As documented in the preceding analysis, the report established that the proposed development is
a Low risk project and is consistent with the permissible developments in Garissa Town as per the
Zoning guidelines of the County Government of Garissa. In line with this therefore, all the
envisaged negative impacts identified will meritoriously be mitigated by the provisions of the
Environmental Management Plan; provided that they are adhered to the latter by all parties
involved in the execution of this project. The EMP shall be used by the NEMA, County Planning
Department and proponent to enforce development control in an attempt to meet statutory
regulations. Annual audits shall also be executed to establish efficiency and adequacy of
operational systems.
RECOMMENDATION
In this regard therefore, the consultant considers that the information presented by this report is
adequate and accurate to enable NEMA and other relevant institutions and agencies to approve
the project and monitor its execution process. The proponent has been briefed of the details of this
final report and has agreed to abide by the proposals therein due to the fact that he was actively
involved at all stages of its preparation. It is with these considerations that I recommend this
project for approval and issuance of NEMA license to the proponent.
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Figure 2 Existing High court to be upgraded

Figure 3 trees on site used by birds as breeding ground
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Figure 4: part of the site currently used as a volleyball pitch
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